
GREEK INSCRIPTIONS 

This report on the epigraphical discoveries made in the American Excavations of the 
Athenian Agora continues those which have appeared in previous volumes of Hesperia, 
and gives a preliminary discussion of seventeen texts arranged approximately in chrono- 
logical order. 

HARMODIOS AND ARISTOGEITON 

1. Two contiguous fragments, forming part of a base of Pentelic marble, found on 
March 23, 1936, in a modern or Turkish fill in Section P. The upper surface and a small 
portion of the right lateral face have been preserved. 

Height, 0.104m.; width, 0.323m.; thickness, 0.12m. 
Heiglht of letters, 0.019m. 
Inv. No. I 3872. 

The inscription is not stoichedon, but the last eleven letters of line 2 (measured on 
centres) occupy a horizontal space on the stone of 0.230 m. The tops of the letters in 
line 1 are 0.015 m. below the level of the top surface of the stone. 

No. 1. Upper Right Corner of the Tyrannicide Base 

Line 1 ['6pe ~40dy' alJtaio dogo Y1'b0'~ b6'itx' IQwT'oydTov hIiruccaeXov xr,6FV8 xal'] hAe4oy6cho [g] 
Line 2 I ,' 6VO Lie I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -msa]'reldc yev 90ere 
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The inscription contains the ends of the pentameter lines from two elegiac couplets, 
and is to be identified as the dedicatory epigram cut on the base which carried the 
statues of Harmodios and Aristogeiton in the Athenian Agora. The first couplet of this 
epigram has been preserved in Hephaistion's 'EyrxaeiJiov in the chapter entitled met 

coOks(wg ygrcav (Hephaistion, 16 [29] Bergk, Poetae Lyrici Graeci, II4, Simonides 131), 
where it is quoted to show the metrical difficulty of using the name 'AQW'o2Oy,dicwv in 
hexameter verse: 

17HbV jldQov dtg T&X&lav aevOaYvat 18'ltv' o'`v &riiJmra& -,UnL i\ 'otaYvra mycovhdov 
8x w(O Taeaw4 ' 

Xid' ??0Or1vaiowut Poo'g yev6O>, Vlx' etao- 
Y&lf U)V "ricaetXOV rrdk Xa\ "4y diO8lO 

^xc ic{'Iv NtxoltAxov TOf Tr)V i&Ql ViV ;wOyec'(PV e&XEl'aV (&fOt?}XOTOQ 

ofn?og 
' uot O xk6tvbg &v' 'E)XXca ic&uav' oOL 

8WQ?O Y2VCbO'UXVg TO?v'VOyUa 'V05vO ZXttV'V. 
waTa?F tt&V oZv 8&yveV&o alO rn\v MoV dvopa'oZCv a')1dxrjv-o y0\ 8O}Q EV&XZQ&l. 

Hephaistion's quotation makes possible the restoration of the first couplet of the Agora 
text, an(4 the Agora text supplies part of the second couplet which was not quoted by 
Hephaistion. The discovery of the inscription shows that the epigram was genuinely 
ancient, but its attribution to Simonides does not rest on good authority, and it should 
be classed with those anonymous epigrams collected by the compilers of anthologies and 
grouped under the name of the great poet.' 

For the present text, especially, the long-standing association between Simonides and 
Hipparchus makes Simonidean authorship more than usually dubious.2 

The approximate width of the base which carried the inscription can be determined 
by the spacing of the letters, for we know that the first couplet was written entirely on 
one line, and that it contained (in Attic script) sixty-six letters. Since eleven letters can 
be measured from the stone as requiring 0.230 m., the sixty- six letters of line 1 mlust have 
required approximately 1.38 m. This is ample width for a statue base for two statues, 
and indeed would be an argument, if there were no other evidence, that the base 
with which we have to deal supported a group rather than a single figure. Probably 
the inscription began with the left edge of the stone, just as it ended with the rioht, 

1 See Geffeken's article on Simonides in Pauly-Wissowa and the extensive bibliography there quoted; 
also Oliver, Hesperia, 11 (1933), p. 490. 

2 Aristotle, A0. Ho)1., ? 18, 1; [Plato], Ilipparchus, 228 C; Aelian, Var. Hist., VIII, 2. Sandys, in his 
commentary on Aristotle, makes what seems to mne a misleading statement when he says that Simonides 
(with this poem) "eelebrated the death of his patron Hipparehus." Many stories have been told of 
Simonides' love of wealth (cf. Aeliani, loc. cit.) but so far as is known he was not by the ancients accused 
of ingratitude. Geffeken (Pauly-Wissowa, s. v. Simonides 2) follows Wilamowitz (Sappho und Simonides, 
p. 211) in claiming these verses as a toast, a "Trinkspruch," buit the discovery of the epigraphical text 
vindicates them, as they were claimed in antiquity, as a dedicatory epigram. 
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and the spacing of the letters was so calculated as to span the available distance 
evenly.1 A further deduction may be made that the two figures, which must have 
faced the spectator as he read the inscription, stood side by side2 and not one behind 
the other. 

The question naturally arises whether the base now in part preserved should be 
associated with the earlier group of the tyrannicides made by Antenor or with the later 
group made by Kritios. The choice of date for tlle inscription must thus be either 510/09 
(Pliiny, Nat. Hist., XXXIV, 17) or 477/6 (Marmor Parium: `Qxovrog U10OVrUtv )Wtytacriov). 
In spite of the fact that letter forms alone cannot give formal proof one way or the 
other in the last years of the sixth century or in the very early years of the fifth century, 
there are certain close similarities between the inscription here published alid the Marathon 
epigrams, the Hekatompedon inscriptions, and the Leagros base (No. 2, below) which 
make the later date the more probable. There are also differences between this inscriptionl 
and known earlier documents, like the first Attic decree (I. G., I2, 1) and the Kallimachos 
dedications (I.G(., 12, 609) whiclh seem, to exclude it from a date so early as 510. 

The Leagros base can be dated with great probability not long before the Persian 
capture of Athens.3 Leagros died while serving as general in 464, he was a contemporary 
of Themistokles, his name appears oln xao2g-vases of the late sixth century, and he could 
har(dly have been of age to make an important dedication by the altar of the Twelve 
Gods in the very centre of the Athenian market before the time of Marathon. This is, 
of course, somewhat hypothetical reasoning, but the span of his life is well-known, and 
it is fairly well established that Leagros could have been only about thirty-five years of 
age in 490.4 His dedication to tho Twelve Gods is recorded below as No. 2.5 One can 
see in the photograph that the letter theta is made with a circle which contains at its 
centre another much smaller circle. This very exceptional form of the letter occurs also 
on the Harmodios inscription here published, and gives the first close link in time between 
them. Furthermore, this theta is not a variant of the cart-wheel theta (ED) but an elegant 
form of the dotted theta (0), in which the dot was replaced by the small circle. This 
again is an argument for the late date of the Leagros base and of the Harmodios dedication, 
for the cart-wheel theta was still being, used in the first Attic decree (Kirchner, Imagines, 
no. 12) which was passed after the dedication of Antenor's group of the tyrannicides, and 
it continued to have favor down into the fifth century, appearing in both the verses for 
Kallimachos, before and after Marathon (cf. Kirchner, Imagines, no. 17).6 

1 As, for example, was done with the Peisistratid inscription on the altar of Pythian Apollo. Cf. 1.G., 
12 761 = Kirchner, Imagines Inscriptionumn Atticarutm, no. 11. 

2 For this judgment see also Pichter, The Sculpture andc Sculptors of the Greeks, p. 199. 
3 For Leagros, see P.A., 9028. 
4 See E. Langlotz, Zur Zeitbestimm,ung der- strengrotfigu6rigen Vasenmalerei und der gleichzeitigen Plastik, 

pp. 48-54. 
5 See also Shear, Hlesperia, IV (1935), pp. 356-357. 
6 Cf. Wilhelm, Anz. Ak. Wien, 1934, pp. 111-1:17. 
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But in private dedications, the dotted theta can be found in the late sixth century,' 
though it is rare, and one would have to content himself with the admission that the 
letter-form is not necessarily characteristic of 477 as against 510, were it not for the 
fact that this very exceptional form found on the Leagros base and in the Harmodios 
dedication has the elaborate small-circle dot, which in a more elaborate form still is also 
found. in the punctuation of two other definitely dated inscriptions, both of them after 
Marathon, where we wish (from our knowledge of Leagros' life) to put the Leagros base. 
Instead of the usual dot-punctuation both the Marathon epigrams (Kirchner, limagines, no. 18) 
and the Hekatompedon inscriptions (485/4: Kirchner, Imagines, no. 19) use the tiny circle 
with a compass point in the centre. All the known examples on stone of a very peculiar 
epigraphical eccentricity are thus dated after the battle of Marathon,' one date being 
definitely 485/4. It is probable, therefore-and so much may, I think, be legitimately 
claimed -that the Harmodios and Aristogeiton base here published was made for the new 
statues of Kritios to replace the old base which had been destroyed or damaged when 
the Persians carried off the first group inade by Antenor. The other letters are not so 

significant, but they are not out of place in 477. 

The epig,ram on Antenor's base, like the epigrams of Simonides and of Aeschylus oii 
the cenotaph for those who fell at Marathon, was not available to the collectors who 
made the anthologies.3 But the Marathon monumeent was not replaced after the Persian 
destruction, as were the statues of Harmodios and Aristogeiton. The natural assumption 
is that the inscription from the old base was carved again on the new, so that even 
though the stone and the lettering of the epigram are of 477 the epigram itself is probably 
the same as that of 510. 

DEDICATION BY LEAGROS TO THE TWE14LVE GODS 

2. Inscribed statue base of Pentelic marble found on March 19, 1934 in situ set 
against the west face of a poros foundation, the tomenos wall of the altar of the 
Twelve Gods, in Section W'. 

Height, 0.56 m.; width, 0.56 m.; length, 0.785 m. 

Height of letters (not stoichedon), 0.016 in. 

Inv. No. 1 1597. 

See Kirchner, Imlagines, no. 13; Wilhelm, op. cit., especially,p. 115. 
2 Two inscriptions on bronze bowls from the Acropolis, published with facsimile drawings in J.1f. S., 

XIII (1892/3), pl. VI, nlos. 11 and 12, slhov the same forin of theta, but give no help in fixing the date. 

Precise comparison between stone and bronze is hazardous. I am indebted to Mr. Raubitscbek for calling 
these bronzes to my attention. He also informs me (by letter) that tlle same theta appears in I. G., 12, 745. 

3 Oliver, Hesperiia, 11 (1933), p. 490. 
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For the topographical significance in identifying the altar of the Twelve Gods, see 
Shear, Hesperia, IV (1935), p. 356, and photograph, p. 357. 

No. 2 

ca. 490-480 B.C. 

[A] yayeog . FXeexov .aixovog 
d6oJexa 0,e1.nv 

The date of the inscription, and the identification of Leagros, have been discussed 
in the commentary on No. 1. The following notes are added in order to give a more 
detailed description of the stone itself. About the bottom of the stone a band about 
0.13 m. high was left unfinished on the three exposed sides. This projects ca. 0.025 m. 
beyond the finished surfaces above, which would seem first to have been dressed smooth 
all over, and then to have been stippled by a fine pointed chisel driven with short 
vertical strokes. Along every edge, however, a band (0.025-0.03 m.) was left smooth. 
The back of the stone was treated differently, being first picked fairly smooth and then 
given a drafting of ca. 0.04 m. along the edges. 

The top of the stone is smooth; in its surface are dowel cuttings for a statue which 
stood facing west with right foot slightly advanced. For each foot there were two 
dowels, one from the heel and one from the ball. The lower ends of the bronze dowels 
for the balls of the feet remain in place imbedded in lead; of the other dowels only 
the lead packing, remains. It appears that the statue was carefully removed, with the 
rear dowels chipped free and those in front broken off. 

It is evident from the hard-packed stratification that was found by the excavators 
above the base that the removal had taken place not later than early Roman times;' 
it may well have been at the time of the Persian invasion. 

The inscription runs along the smooth band at the top of the front face. In 
the upper line the tops of the letters have been worn away by traffic over the 
base after the disappearance of the statue. The writing starts at the extreme left 
edge of the stone, but the upper line occupied only 0.48 m. of the total length of 
0.785 m. 

1 I am indebted to Homer Thompson for this report. 
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PRAISE OF THE SIGEIANS 

3. Fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble, with the original back and left side 
preserved and also a part of the moulding, above the inscribed face, found on January 31, 
1934 in the loose earth close to the surface in Section K. 

Height, 0.21 i.; width, 0.16 in.; thickness, 0(.112 m. 
Height of letters, in line 1, 0.014 m.; in lines 2ff., 0.009m. 
Inv. No. 11276. 

The inscription is stoichedon. Five lines occupy a vertical space on the stone of 0.077 M. 
and five columuns (miieasured on centres) occupy a horizontal space of 0.071 m. 

The fragrment belongs with a piece already published as I. G., 12, 32 and now in the 
Epigraphical Museum at Athens (EM 6800), though there is no point of contact between 
them. Photographs of both fragments are given on the opposite page. 

41Mb0 B.C. CTOIX. 23 

y [c le o v] 
[E"] d?;XU8 'C' [l floUt, xtal 't de 

[D0] Ol 01v [t] s [8erg V v . .1 
5 ] cyealUyTh[o'i .... . .16 

5 g Tat 'X [fl 8?[? V X *~a * *] 

[.:'t] yetV [o] iV [6g Joai V a' caut] 
[v d' a0o ES ['t6v &4tov ir6V S40] 
[evcdtov? 

lacuna 

ty? [t6] v xcai xcamTcObo 84t gO [Xe] 

l Xa6ac7ree cdiot ovrat e1ro 
N xV It 7ey'QaflXSlVOV aXl ,U8 da 

15 lXOVral pe&- V&p .VOg rO-v eV 'r 
El elreot; vacat 

The lettering is characteristic of the middle of the fifth century, and the three- 
barred sigma indicates a (late earlier than 447/6. Within the available period the only 
archon whose name begins with 'Xv - - - (line 5) is vrrTdohrog, and the inscription may 
thus be dated definitely inl 451/0. 

In lines 5-6 one is tempted to restore the name of the orator as [?4oSox]ideg, who 
was general in 446/5 and one of the envoys sent to Sparta to negotiate the Thirty 



No. 3. Praise of the Sigeians (Agora I 1276 above and EM 6800 below) 
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Years' Peace in the same year (cf. P.A., 827). But the letter before the iota, though 
only faintly discernible on the stone, seems to have been chi rather than kappa, and 
I attempt no restoration. 

In lines 11-12 more can be read than is given in the Corpus, and I restore [2]tye[t6]v. 

The contracted form here is normal for the fifth century,' though I suspect that the 
uncontracted forni appears in the heading, where a symmetrical arrangement of the 
letters demands 'ty[edov] rather than 2iy[6tbv]. 

From lines 13-16 it is evident that the Sigeians were anxious to secure and have 
always a ready chance for appeal to Athenian protection. The prospective enemy was 
not named, nor in such decrees was it the practice to name him, but the danger was 
expected from the landward side, where effective encroachment that would need Athenian 
help would be most apt to come from the kingf of Persia or his satraps, and doubtless 
the Sigeians had the Great King especially in mind when they asked for a guarantee 
of protection from Athens. 

Inasmuch as protection against Persia had been the very reason for the founding of 
the Delian League, it is surprising that Sigeion should have to make such a point of 
protection in 451/0 if she were already a member of the League, and it is a fact worth 
noting that the name Sigeion first appears in the tribute-quota lists in 450/49 (cf. S. E. G., 
V, 5 [col. IV, linie 25]), just one year after the date of the decree here published, and 
in the first vear of the so-called second assessment period. Although the body of the 
decree is lost, the preserved beginning and end make it seem possible that we possess 
part of the official documentation which attended Sigeion's entry into the League. The 
decree shows at the same time how Athens extended her control at the expense of 
Persia before their relative spheres of influence were fixed in Anatolia by the Peace of 
Kallias. 

THIE STATUE OF ATHENA PROMACHOS 

4. Two fragments of Pentelic marble containinff part of the accounts for the statue 
of Athena Promachos (I.G., I2, 338). 

Fragment X was found on November 28, 1934 in the wall of a modern house in 
Section Hf. It is broken on all sides and at the back. 

Height, 0.115 mn.; width, 0.18 in.; thickness, 0.093 m. 
Heigoht of letters, 0.01-0.012 Mn. 
Inv. No. I 2228. 

The writing is stoichedon, with some irregularities. Five lines occupy a vertical space 
on the stone of 0.06 mi.; eight letters, measured on centres, occupy a horizontal space 
of 0.10 m. 

I Meisterhans, Grammatik der attischen Inschriften s, pp. 141-142. 
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Fragment Y was found on October 1, 1934 in the wall of a modern house in Section L. 
It is broken at the back and on all sides except the right, where the badly battered 
surface seems to represent the original edge, though none of the actual smooth surface 
is now preserved. 

Height, 0.30m.; width, 0.13m.; thickness, 0.16m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.01 m. 
Inv. No. I 2181. 

Fragment X of No. 4, beloinging Witll I.G., I 2, 338 

I ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ nS 

The writing, is stoichedon, with irregularities. Ten lines occupy a vertical space of 
0.133 in.; eight letters, measured on centres, occupy a horizontal space of 0.09-0.10 m. 

The discovery of these two fragments makes possible a more satisfactory reconstruction 
of the entire document than has been attempted hitherto. In particular, Fragment X 
exhibits along- its upper surface the same curiously smooth line of cleavag-e in the marble 

I~~~ ZD 

that has already been observed along the upper surface of Fragment B and the lower 
surface of Fragment A of I. G. X 2f 338. Dinsmoor (A.J. A., XXV [1921, pp. 118-129) 
showed the significance of this fracture for the correct placing Of the fragments, and 
these two pieces have been correctly disposed in relation to each other in the text now 
published in the Corpus. Four years ag,o Meritt identified two additional pieces of the 
same stele (A.J.A., XXXVI [1932], pp. 473-476), and by virtue of the same fracture 
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along the bottom surface of one of 
them (EM 6722) was able to place 
them accurately in the composite 
inscription. The small piece now 
published as Fragment X under the 
present number can also be placed 
by means of this line of fracture, 
and in its proper position it unites 
the text of the old fragments in the 
Corpus by bridging the gap between 
the last column and the column im- 
mediately preceding it. The single 
omicron preserved in the first line 
of Fragment X is, in fact, the first 
omicron of the word meor4oo in line 13 
of the text in the Corpus, and the 
numerals of lines 15 and 17-18 in 
the Corpus represent the value of the 
copper and tin, respectively, described 
in Fragment X. The proper dis- 
position of the fragment is shown in 
the facsimile on p. 366. 

Frag,ment Y does not make any 
contact with the other pieces of the 
inscription, but its position along the 
right edge of the stele seems assured, 
and I have given to it in the facsimile 
drawing and in the text here published 
a location which must be approxi- 
mately correct, thoug,h it might well 
be slhifted either higher or lower by 
a few lines. Aside from the fact that 
the battered right surface seems of 
itself to represent the original edge 
of the stone, one may note that the 
proximity of the edge is indicated 
also by the crowding of letters in 
the word -a9B4[ov] in the third line 

from the bottom. The lines of text throughout the document were so arranged as to 
end regularly in complete words or syllables, and account of this fact must be taken 
in making the restoration. 

Fragment Y of No. 4, belonging with L.G., 12, 338 
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Inasmuch as the new fragments can hardly be studied apart from their relation to 
the old, I have thought it best to present a drawing which shows the relative position 
of the eight pieces which can be definitely placed. This drawing, with the restorations 
shown in dotted letters, appears on p. 366. The mere physical process of arranging the 
drawing has contributed much to the determination of restorations, for, even though the 
inscription is in large part stoichedon, the irregularities are numerous and the spacing 
(both horizontally and vertically) varies considerably in different parts of the document. 
Almost every line must, in consequence, be considered as a separate problem. Fragment D 
is so preserved as to show that at least one column must have existed to the left of it. 
Since the drawing here given represents the last two columns of the inscription, it is 
clear that there were originally at least three columns in all. One small group of 
numerals from the first column has been preserved (Fragments F + E: I. G., I 12 338, 
Col. I, lines 1-11), but I have made no attempt to include these in the drawing. They 
play no part in the restoration of the rest of the inscription, and in any case the 
fragment could not be acecurately placed, even laterally, because it is not certain whether 
there were merely three columns, or perhaps more. I believe three the probable number, 
but it cannot be considered absolutely certain. For the sake of completeness, however, 
I give the text of these numerals from Col. I here:' 

vacat 
F'MMXI, - - 
ZSLSLSII II 

5 vacat 

Hl PALL r 1F-FI - - 

MMMXXXX 
lo ImHHHI -FF 

F'XHHHIN - - 

vacat 

The text of I. G., 1 2 338 must be supplemented by reference to A. J. A., XXXVI (1932), 
pp. 473-476, where two additional fragments were published, and where some changes in 
restoration and reading of the already known pieces were suggested. One of these new 
pieces seerns to preserve the rough top of the stele, and the nulmbering of the lines in 
the present text, which for convenience will be called Cols. II and III, has been niade 
with reference to this original top of the stone. 

1 In line 3 the numeral following X was either IH, H, or IN. The left hasta is preservecl. 
25 
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TEXT OF I.G., 12, 338 

Col. II 

12 lines lost 

[cvOQOax8]g x[ad a3V,xa xa6oatta] 
[xaO' ked']ea[v tauOoi, lioYOol xar& irfv] 

15 [Tavet]a', t[l0Otu &8r6zraxQ] 

[. ...] TQI[- ] 

[..K.0]It [?] - ]--- ---- 
[sy * ]t [- -- - - - - -- - - - -] 

20 [x8(pax calO [v dvxoa-rog] 

[rivp7a] vro [S] 

[3m et81 74, [8ro] i& A [Xtftarog] 

[r&g r6 h] Xrr [8e]ov g0' o[] 
vacat 

23 [~t8 6l K]oa[iv]Qa:roQ yyfocSlaua 

[Aa2oq] v au [ao& xooxa] QC6 [Trv] 

[X8ltlUO] irE [Qt78vo'clu\vov] 

[CX Py a] o[ko CtOlavro] 

30 [.]A[.- - ?] 

35 

30~~~ ~ 6 
- *s *'- - - - -V -J - y - Ol 

-* - - - - - - - - - - - - -g -l O - O - 

.8)' 10t 

ca. 13 

.^lO . a ........... r , Eey<Q rS ] o0lX tC 

-a3vacat 

45 [twf..O . .l .t . ] c. 1 2a [ii] 

[Mtw8Z 82 TOt 8V8t] 

[cryVQ OV c4Etcrrog] O ll 

[ IT YAts 

Col. III 

22 lines lost 

[...1.5..... ] vacat 

[MttoOo i bttTcT8] ut xal yQ [cSl] 

[Ixpcwtov acV]q)o'?aTog 

[uivirco'rog] 

Lrvemye,ver] 0 TO 2 8tpaT0g 

[P v& hi'Ye] Qov E"0g 

vacat 30 

[rEa dQexi . . .. . *.] g all ltT&l'& 

[6Aa{?o iua]Q & zoXaXQelThV 

[6v^ffav] 
[Xtqux l y188Tu] ov 8 [X T] 33 

Eir] ? ['r6,Qo 8L V:tavc] 
r - - - &1r6 T0. To - - - 

XH - - - F I xaRx: Ta['Ta:- -- ] 
vacat T1ph TOv5To vacat 

HH --- [xa]TTlIQO: T[adiavra - --] 40 

Al- -- [rtyi]' roV'ro vacat 
H - - [- I .Ta. ara [- - - - - -] 
- - - - - - - - - --[- -i -o] i -[o] 

45 

25* 
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[Zeqcpxatov dvaxo,lar]og 
50 [Ort3V:rraVTog] 

[:7feQt8y8'Ve'O T6 X8'll] aT?g 

[6 To hv eeov 8T0g] 

vacat 
['rhl aQexg . . . . . . . E/Q^d] CZeVE 

55 [.t6; cw]rcT[wl 
[82a,Sov ?orao& xoRoa] xQ [ov] 

[ . . . . . * . . .. . . ] 

60 [za2,x6 va'Vara:] 4vTTTT E[ifoixa] 

[Tite, TovTo] 

[x6atTrudQo TcR] arvca: ITITT - - 

[rTlu roviTo] 

[1.3 W]rTREz[l.... 

65 [. . . .. . . .eg otx]odottutav xa[litlVov] 
[.....]A FI- [- - - &'v0eaxem X]at %uvac xa[v'otia] 

[.X]rHII tt[lol taO' a d4e1]eav ituuOt x[aTr frev] 
Ta [vetav ywOo]p &1 ofa%g 

[.]trk X[------] vacat 
70 [.]HHI At&& de[o 'etov N&uet]ov 'g Trot[xtXicaV] 

[a] F I |T6 [a'Ya'XaAlT?g] 

XrmHHHH y[tuOol E7tuT]ar] ce a [l yeayqMa] 
l AF F Fl I [et & 16Ol 'I^ 6t] EDsc, lt 

MXX H HAP - rFF [. xmqaatovi] apaxo'ta' [og] 
75 FP H H I1 A A -r [eeteylberu] o T6 X4ia,UT [og] 

[]&'[g T6 h&,an8e]ov 8 'rog 
vacat 

H--- 
A~~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 

x --- - 0- 

[6OVaxeg xat zoj] Vi9a Xzav,ot [a] 

[&utuoo xao, ke'ear] PtuOt ZaT[a[] 
[irevTavetav luorO] ol U&?r67raz 

[ ....... . ] vacat 55 

[ltttot 87ruyrTaTreu]t xal rea,l [a] 

[Te e3V Tot Uetl 

[xe8q,xatov dvaXO6y]cTOg uVi [v] 

[qote2y~E'MTO TO X8Y] YaTog 

[e 6 w6 hoTeeoV b'og] 60 

vacat 
[ tg dext. . . . 8. . . . tc kaveve 

[ 14 -)SC]l a[V . .......Mtrwra']at 'E,afl[oP] 

[7raeac xOxacx8TOv 76v,] Trap 

[T&0 ZeQeV'EVt8Vo E] X To flQ [o] 65 

[Treo 8eJtavTO] vacat 

remainder of Col. III lost 

Dinsmoor's interpretation of the inscription (A.J.A., XXV [1921], pp. 118-129) as the 
record of the overseers who had charge of the statue of Athena Promachos is made even 
more secure by the discovery of the new fragments.' For the first time copper and tin 
are actually mentioned among, the supplies purchased for the work (Col. III, lines 38 and 
40), and the purchase of coals anid firewood, evidently used in the smelting operations, 
was continued at least as late as the eighth year of the record. If it is granted that 

I E. Pfuhl, " Die groBe eherne Atlhena des Phidias," Ath. Mitt., LVII (1932), pp. 151-157 (especially 156), 
doubts Dinsmoor's attribution of the inscription. On stylistic grounds which depend lar gely on repre- 
sentations on coins and on possible adaptations in terracotta he argues for a date for the Athena Promachos 
in the 'forties shortly after the Peace of Kallias. The difference in date is slight, but the epigraphical 
evidence places the statue quite definitely in the 'fifties, before the Peace of Kallias. 
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the disposition of the inscription in three columns is correct the making of the statue 
occupied nine years, for each column seems to contain the accounts of three years. 
This is certainly true of the last two columns, of which the text is given here. 

From year to year there are recurring phrases which give aid in restoring the text. 
The verb Eia2cov, which appears in Col. 111, line 63, may now be restored in Col. II, 
lines 27 and (56 and in Col, III, line 33. Of more importance is the fact that the first 
purchases of the eighth year were copper and tin, and that the formulae of the record 
may also be restored in Col. II, lines 60 and 62, where the weight of the copper and 
the tin purchased in the sixth year has been preserved. 

These itemns belong, to the expenses of the year, not to the receipts as Dinsmoor sup- 
posed. Surely, the calculations of amounts of metal required could hardly have been 
so far wrong during the early years of purchasing as to make possible the sale of un- 
necessary material in quantity as early as the sixth year and again in the eighth year, 
especially since the use of coals and firewood (Col. III, line 52) shows that smeltino was 
still goino on in the eighth year. There is, I believe, no separate rubric heading dividing 
receipts from purchases unless one can be restored in Col. II, lines 30 and 59, and in Col. III, 
line 37, by a combination of the readings to give i[.. ] 4A& vo[v]To [. . . 

Expenditures are also recorded in Col. II, lines 37-39 and 64-65, where the two entries 
in the record can be given an identical wording by utilizing the space at the end of 
lines 64-65. The expense was concerned with the construction of something (xa --- -) 

intimately connected with the making of the statue, for which the conjecture Xz[tEvoV] 
" furnaces " may be hazarded as probable. There is exactly room for five letters after 
the preserved xa - - -- of line 65; the word appeared alone in the more generously spaced 
text of line 39 above. 

The text here given differs from that of Dinsmoor in the numerals of Col. II, lines 66, 
67-68, and 69. In line 66 the offset of the phrase [ENvPOax-eg X]la xXa xa[at$ita] toward 
the right can be explained only by the assumption of a long numeral. Since the space 
between the preserved portion of the numeral and the words cannot all be filled with 
obol signs (no more than five would be allowable), the vertical stroke immediately after 
P must be interpreted as F. In lines 67-68 the numeral occupies a bracket position 
before both lines and two figures are to be restored before the preserved IMHII. There 
is no cross-bar cut on the stone to justify the reading IHH and the reading of two obols 
is preferable to assuming here, for no apparently good reason, an error for one hundred 
drachmai. In line 69 only one figure is to be supplied before the preserved API. 

The second of the two missing figures in the numeral of lines 67-68 can be restored 
exactly. Neglecting for a moment the unknown expense of the copper and tin of lines 60 
and 62 and of the building of the smelting furnaces in lines 64-65, one finds that the 

1 The initial letter pi in Col. IJJ, line 37, is very uncertain. I bave thought also of kappa or tau, 
neither one of which is possible here as a numeral showing an amount of money. If either is correct, it 
should be interpreted as part of a word in somie heading defining the expenses listed below it. 
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minimum of the preserved figures in lines 66-73 amounts to 2898 Dr. The sum is 
obtained by the following addition: 

Line 66 36 Dr. 
Lines 67-68 600 '/3 Dr. 
Line 69 16 Dr. 
Lines 70-71 282 1 Dr. (restoring F) 
Lines 72-73 19631/A Dr. 

2898 Dr. 

When this amount is subtracted from the total expenditure (maximum, restoring F) of 
12218 Dr. in line 74, the remainder (maximum) is 9320 Dr. It is obvious, therefore, that 

the complete numeral in lines 67-68 cannot be supplied as [MX]IHII, for the figures 
thus restored would exceed the maximum possible. The onily restorations that can be 
made are [XX][HII and [IXX][HII; the supplement is given in the text now published 
as [.X][mHII. 

After the numeral of weight in line 60 appears the letter epsilon, which can be no part 
of the record of the following line, for that must have contained the phrase vt^e iovio 

(cf. Col. III, line 39). This unique epsilon must modify in some way the expression 

,aXxU ri&avra ATTTT of the line in which it stands, either as adding some further 
fraction of a talent to the weighit expressed in figures, or as defining the standard or 
kind of talent employed. The normal way to express the weight of half a talent after 
the figures ATTTT would be by the addition of the figures XXX, so the possibility of 
reading "rjttv or ~mtmxtXavrov seems excluded. In aiiy case the word 6tvlcxiavrov is too 
long for the space left at the end of the line, and for both ytLav and llvraavrov an 
initial rough breathing should be written. The alternative explanation is the more prob- 
able. The copper was bought and weighed out with talents of the Euboic standard, 
and the epsilon in question is the initial letter of the word E[#oixza] which defines 
the standard and exactly fills the available space at the end of the line (cf. drawing 
on p. 366). 

It is of interest to find in the sixth year that fourteen talents' of copper were pur- 
chased toffether with seven talents of tin. The amount of tin may, of course, have been 
greater, for the numeral may be restored to show a weight as high as nine and a half 
talents (ITITT[TTXXX]). There is no room here to supply the word EHoixc' after the 
numeral, even assuming that the numeral was IflTT; the conclusion is, then, that the 

copper was purchased in a market that used the Euboic standard and that the tin was 
purchased on the Attic standard. In this case the difference of standard does not affect 
seriously the relative proportion of the metals, for the Euboic was only slightly heavier 
than the Attic talent. 

1 It should be noted that Pittakys, AQeX. 'ET., 1859, no. 3481, read a second A in this line. If more 
of the stone was preserved when he s'aw it, I believe the letter must have been the final A of T-rAohvicr. 
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An alloy of bronze m-ade with fourteen talents of copper and seven talents of tin is 
extraordinarily high in content of tin. It is practically bell metal. Donald Liddell in 
lthe Metallurgists and Chemists' Handbookc (New York, 1930) gives a table of bronze alloys 
showing for the old bell metal of Rouen the following analysis: 

Copper 71I/0, zinc 1.80/0, tin 260/o, lead 1.20/0. 

In the same table for the bell metal of Harbohn he gives the analysis: 

Copper 600/o, zinc 5l/0, tin 350/o. 

Kurt Klugfe (Die antikce Er2gestaltung, Berlin and Leipzig, 1927) lanments our lack of 
knowledge about the alloy of large ancient bronzes (op. cit., p. 217), but he does give 
the alloy of certain mirrors, which contained two-thirds copper and one-third tin (op. cit., 
p. 218). The color of this alloy is bright yellow; its melting point is low; it is mnore 
easily poured than modern statue bronze; it is hard, not m-alleable, but may readily 
be engraved.1 

It is, of course, not necessary to infer from the proportions of the metal purchased 
in any given year that this was the proportion of the alloy. Both copper anid tin may 
have been left over from some earlier year, and out of the present purchase somle part 
at least of either or both migfiht not have been used until a subsequent year. Fortunately 
a control over our deductions as to the alloy is givell in the records of the eighth year 
of work on the Athena Pron-achos, in the prices paid for the copper and tin as recorded 
in Col. III, lines 38-41. The copper cost XH --- FH, not less than 1100 Dr. and not 
more than 1500 Dr.; the tin cost HH - - - ZSr - -, over 200 Dr. but less than 500 Dr. 

It is fortunate that we no longer have to depend for our knowledge of the value of 
copper on the Homeric ox-talent and the ratio of gold to copper of about 3000 to 1.2 
It is also fortunate that we do not have to follow the chain of evidence outlined for 
Italy and Sicily by Ridgeway,3 by which he sought to show that the ratio of silver to 
copper was as 300 to 1. Our interest is in Athens of the fifth century, before the influx 
of Persian gold raised relatively the value of silver,4 and there are preserved two very 
valuable references, one giving the price of copper, and the other the price of tin, in 
the record of expense for the statues of Athena and Hephaistos about 420 B.C. In I. G., 
12, 371, lines 3-4, we find that a talent of copper was worth 35 Dr. and in lines 7-8 
we find that a talent of tin was worth 230 Dr. It is probable, therefore, that the amount 

1 I am indebted to S. Casson for the additional information that a high content of tin makes the 
bronze hold its sturface and patina better. The gleam when seen from afar, for which the Athena Promachlos 
was famed in antiquity, may have been due in part to the high percentage of tin in the alloy. 

2 Charles Seltman, Greel. Coinis, p. 5. 
3 William Ridgeway, The Origin of Metallic Currency and WVeight Standards, p. 135 and p. 348. 
4 Witll gold to silver as 14 to 1 in 440/39 (I. G., 12, 355; cf. Meritt, Ath. Fin. Doc., p. 41), the gold to 

copper ratio of 3000: 1 corresponds to a silver to copper ratio of 215 to 1 (approximately). In 409/8 
(I. G., 12, 301; cf. Wade-Gery, Num. Chron., X, Series V [1930], pp. 16-38 and 333-334; Meritt, Ath. Fin. 
Doc., pp. 61-62) the gold to silver ratio of 10 to 1, conmbined with a gold to copper ratio of 3000 to 1, 
gives a silver to copper ratio of 300 to 1. 
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of tin recorde(d in the present text in Col. III, line 40, was two talents. Allowing for 
some variation in price between the middle of the century and 420, the numerals of 
lines 40-41 can best be interpreted as representing the value of two talents of metal. 
A close estimate of the amount of copper recorded in line 38 is more difficult, but the 
weight probably lay between 31 and 42 talents. Inasmuch as the space on the stone 
at the end of line 38 is linited it seems probable that, if the talents were still weighed 
on the Euboic standard, the exact amount was either thirty-five or forty talents. If the 
word ERBoixc' is restored after the numeral, then the nuineral itself can lhardly have had 
more than four letter spaces ( or 4 It is perhaps not surprising that the 
copper was bought on the Euboic standard at a time which was earlier than the Athenian 
decree for uniform standards of coinage, weights, and measures, especially since Euboea 
was one of the very early and prolific sources of copper in the Aegean area.' 

Now, the fact that in the eighth year of work on the statue at least thirty-five 
talents of copper were purchased and only two talents of till shows that the proportion 
of fourteen to seven found in the record of the sixth year does not give a direct key 
to the metal alloy of the statue itself. It is only legitimate to say, I believe, that the 
inscription will give no evidence for the actual alloy used until (if ever) further frag- 
ments are found with the records of purchase of copper and tin in other years. 

The restoration of Col. III, line 42, is difficult, and I offer here a suggestion in the 
hope that others may find, perhaps, some way of confirming it, or of substituting 
another and better word. The commodity, whatever it was, must have had four letters 
in the genitive of its name; it must have been sold in bulk and used in sufficient 
quantity by a bronze caster so that it could be measured in talents; and the price 
must have been (I believe) less than 100 Dr. per talent. Possibly le2.J " clay " might 
be restored.2 Clay must have been required in considerable quantities for both the 
inner and outer cores of each part of the statue before casting. 

There is, I believe, one other item of the inscription which can be interpreted with 
reference to the technical process of making the statue. In Col. II, line 16, occur the 
letters [. . - -- which seem to be part of the word we' meaniing " hair." 
If this supposition is correct, the explanation is probably that the hair (presumably 
goat's hair) was mingled with the clay of the statue's inner core to prevent its 

1 Seltinan, Greek Coins, p. 16, calls Euboea the " Greek copper-island." The mines were near Karystos 
(cf. Pauly-Wissowa, s. vv. Euboia and Karystos). 

2 A possible restoration is xeeo "vax." An objection to this supplement is, however, that the amount 
seems unduly great-especially in view of the fact that the wax used for modeling the statue over the 
clay core couild be recovered after each separate part wats cast, and then (unlike the clay) it could be 
used again. Most of the wax purchased, surely, must have been bouight in the early years. I am much 
in debt throughout this discussioni to Mr. Stanley Casson for helpful suggestions abouit the technique of 
bronze-casting. Mr. T. Leslie Shear informs me that the bronze head from the Agora in Athens (Iesperia, 
II [1933], pp. 519-527) contained a core of clay inixed with a high percentage of beeswax. Could this be 
the " cire perdtie" which took the place of the combustible material of the core during the process of 
casting? See note on p. 373. 
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solidifying into a solid lump that could not be broken up and removed after the bronze 
was cast. The hair itself would be carbonized, leaving a somewhat porous clay mass, 
easier to break to pieces and remove wheni the bronze had cooled. Also, for the making 
of the outer core the addition of hair would add tensile strength to the clay and help 
to hold it together.' 

The date of the inscription is a muatter of some concern, and the only evidence from 
the stone itself is that of the forms of letters. Dinsmoor (A.JT.A., XXV [1921], p. 127) 
quite correctly assigns it to the period earlier than 447/6 because of the three-barred 
sigma. His judgment is that the series of accounts belongs " slightly earlier than the 
middle of the century." Later (op. cit., p. 129) he attributes it to the period fromu 465 to 
456 B.C. I cannot escape the feeling that the letters belong in the late 'fifties and that 
the accounts represent the very last years of that period when the three-barred sigmna 
was used. Unfortunately the characteristic letter phi which muight help to decide as 
between 455 and 450 or 449 does not appear a single time in the preserved fragmients. 
But the letter alpha does occur many times. The cross-bar has surprisingly little slope 
(if any) for a date in the early 'fifties, showing even in the accounts of the fourth year 
a less antiquated form than, for example, the alphas of I.G., 12, 191 of the year 454/3. 
Rho and beta are consistently rounded. So far as one can tell from the lettering itself 
the whole document may well have been cut by one hand at the conclusion of work 
on the statue, a recapitulation on stone of the yearly records kept bv the several 
boards of epistatai. The fact that there is no change in the character of the writinog, 
although the nine years of the record must come at just that time in the middle of the 
century when changes in letter forms should be particularly noticeable, is an argument 
in favor of this view. So also is the fact that the inscription is symmetrically spaced 
upon the stone, as though the stone-cutter knew before he began to cut the first list 
just how mnuch stone would be required and just how to dispose his text upon it. It 
must be admitted that such evidence is not conclusive, but from the purely epigraphical 
point of view it would be most satisfactory to include the whole series of accounts 
within the span from 460 to 450 rather than to push them back to an earlier date, 
and to assume that the entire stele was inscribed about 450. 

Admittedly non-probative in any formal sense, the evidence for date, such as it is, 
deserves consideration, for it seems to show that Pheidias, who made the Athena 
Promachos, had the responsibility for it in the period immediately before his work on 

1 I owe the following information to a communication from Casson. Even today in old-fashioned 
foulndries hair, rope, tow, straw, and hay are used in making the core of some hollow castings. The 
outer core (or mould) is lined on the inside with a mixtture of special sand and clay, and then stuffed 
with hair, tow, and rope. The ouiter matrix is then removed and the inner core cleaned down on the 
outside to make room for the poured metal. When the outer matrix is replaced and the metal poured, 
the core thus stuffed allows gases to escape and permits the casting to cool on the inside at the same 
rate as on the outside. Blow-holes are reduced to a minimum. When the casting has cooled it is shaken 
to break the ininer case, wlhieh is removed through holes at the top and bottom. 
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the Parthenon and on the Athena Parthenos, and that the famous Zeus at Olympia, 
also the work of his hand, must be dated either before 459 (which seems improbable) 
or after the Parthenon. This problem would here lead us too far afield, and I give 
the evidence of the present inscription as I understand it and refer the reader for 
further discussion to Miss Richter's book, Tlhe ScWt,pture and Sculptors of the Greeks, 
pp. 220-225. 

The arrangement of the fragments has made possible a correction of the long accepted 
restorations xora[id'vta] in Col. II, lines 42-43, and x[arayet'ta?] 'ra - - - - in Col. II, 
lines 67-68. In fragment Y (Col. III, lines 53-54) a new rubric dealing with the expense 
of wages has been discovered, with the reading xa[- ], which might of course 
be interpreted as xar[a8vtal] also, but I suspect a similar rubric in Col. II, lines 14-15 
where the restoration seems to end with a word in - - - - av. The items are regularly 
of two lines each and (without restoration) may be tabulated as follows: 

Col. II, lines 14-15: [-ca - -]Qo[-- - - - - 

Col. II, lines 42-43: [.'.17. . qOot Xara 

[. . . . . . . . 
I 7. . . . . . . .1*xrraxQ 

Col. II, lines 67-68: [ t. ........ .. . ]Qav tuaOlo 4--] 

] 
0 .. t er6i-raX 

Col. III, lines 53-54: [....... . . . . . . .] Ml Olo xaT[.] 
- _ _ _ca. 14 - -] Ol dTOT67Uax 

It is, I believe, apparent that the reading xaTadlvia is in every case incorrect, and 
that in its place must be substituted the phrase adc' zrQvravetav. This fills the space 
perfectly in Col. II, lines 42-43 and lines 67-68, where we read: 

[EptUOo1 xaOV -dav0a C]qot xaff c 

[rrevravedav ttuaOot' c_'] 7r6raXg 
and 

jt[taaOot xaO, E4l]QaV ytaOol %[aTC srfv] 
Tae [vedav Mttwo] dl t?ffaxS 

In Col. III, lines 53-54 the actual stoichedon order is violated, but not seriously so, 
and the restoration can be safely made: 

[pllOl xao, 8EaQaV] Stiuol XCaT[a] 

[IrrvTav8lav iUaO] ol &dm'IraXg. 

In Col. II, lines 14-15, not only is the stoichedon order violated, for six letters have 
to be put into the space of five in the uppermost of the two lines, but the order of 
words is different. It may be observed, however, that the crowding of letters in the 
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upper line is in one to one correspondence with the next line above: [EivOoax ] X[ail 

x6Va xcaVota], and that even though the order of words is different the phrases remain 
the same. The restoration seems certain, as follows: 

[EzaO 'id]Qx[v '1"Ooi, tA1Oo0 xca\ rQv] 

[Tavd]av, y[wOoi dno'T axg]. 

Each rubric records the summation of the yearly wages given for work by the day, 
by the prytany, and by the job. Whereas the overseers of the Parthenon and the overseers 
of the Propylaea made payments of wages by the month (I.G., J2, 339, line 30; I. G., I 2, 

346, line 67; I. G., J 2, 352, line 37; I. G., J 2, 363, line 48; I. G., I 2, 364, line 31) the ov\rerseers 

of the statue of Athena Promachos made payments of waoes by the prytany. It follows 
from this that the year of the accounts was coterminous with the year of the prytanies, 
the conciliar year. The knowledge of this fact is a step forward of considerable significance 
in our understanding of the nature of the Athenian calendar in the fifth century B.c., an d 
its importance is enhanced by further evidence from this same inscription which has been 
for years at our disposal, but which I, for one, have not until recently recognized. 

Side by side with these items of expense, which may properly be called " wages," 
was given in each year the item of " salary " for the epistatai and their secretary. The 
record was listed under the rubric: MuaOot -?!7rtara6Ut Xat yQoaJAar6 i- (w6t) v lt E`Tet.' Now 
the money thus paid out as salary was not for labor by the day, or prytany, or job, 
but for the entire year during which the epistatai and their secretary were responsible, 
and the annual character of the expense is emphasized not only by the fact that the 
money was listed separately from the mere " wages," but also by the addition of the 
phrase 6'v i-lt g'et. Such salary was reckoned on a daily basis, and accumulated steadily 
day after day throughout their year of office. In the year 408/7, for example, we may 
determine from the building, accounts of the Erechtheion the number of days in the sixth 
prytany of the year as thirty-seven because we know that the architect received a salary 
of one drachmna a day and the assistant secretary a salary of five obols a day for thirty- seven 
days, and similarly we may determine the number of days in the eighth prytany of 408/7 
as thirty-six because the same officials received the same daily wage for thirty-six days.2 
In the inscription here under discussion we coulcl determine the number of days in the 
year for which the epistatai and their secretary were responsible if we could know the 
amount of salary which they received and the daily basis for its computation. 

The accounts for the statue of Athena Promachos were more compendious than those 
for the Erechtheion, and the pay of the epistatai and their secretary was summarized in 
one item. Fortunately, however, the total figure for the sixth year is preserved in Col. II, 

I In Col. III, line 25, the word 'Er was cut twice, and theen the superfluous word was imperfectly 
erased. lThere is no room for the traditional restoration iv TovFot f'me. I suspect here nmerely [iv TZ4 i"r]ft, 
as seems required by the spacing, and similar restorationis in Col. II, lines 46 and 73 and in Col. III, line 57. 

2 I. G., I2, 374, lines 108-112, and lines 256-260; cf. Meritt, The Athenian 'Calendar, pp. 99-100, and 
,Ath. Fin. Doc., p. 108; cf. also Ferguson, Treasurers of Athena, p. 28. 
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lines 72-73, as XImHHHHIAFFFII. All the numerals are clear on the stone and there 
is no need for restoration and its attendant uncertainty. The yearly salary amounted 
to 1963 '/, Dr. This sum should represent, therefore, the exact product of the daily 
rate multiplied by the number of days in the year. We know neither, but the number 
of days in the year must surely have been somewhere between 330 and 400, and one 
expects the daily rate to come out at least to an even number of obols. It is a comparatively 
short exercise in arithmetic to reduce the 1963 '13 Dr. to obols and then to divide the 
resultant number (11780) by everv integer in succession from 330 to 400 to see how many 
even quotients can be obtained. The discovery is that there is only one: 11780 380 - 31. 
The number of days in the year was 380 and the daily rate was thirty-one obols. Even 
if one were to assume that the daily rate may have been some figure ending in half-obols, 
or even quarter-obols, the result is no different, for 4 X 11780 divided by any integ,er 
between 330 and 400 except 380 does not vield an even quotient. It is perhaps problematic 
how the thirty-one obols were divided between the two epistatai and their secretary, but 
I suggest two drachmai each per day for the epistatai and seven obols for the secretary. 
Reference should be made to the fact that in 408/7 the architect of the Erechtheion received 
one drachma a day and the assistant-secretary received five obols a day (cf. I. G., 12, 374, 
lines 108-112 and lines 256-260). In the latter part of the fourth century an overseer 
of building operations at Eleusis received two drachmai a day and the antigrapheus received 
two obols a day (I.G., 112, 1673, lines 60-61). 

The year of 380 days cannot be interpreted as a conciliar year of the type now 
known to exist in the period of the Archidamian War, and yet we have just found that 
these records were kept on the basis of the year of ten prytanies. The conclusion is, 
I think, inevitable that at the tiiie of this inscription-shortly before the middle of the 
century-the separate conciliar year had not been introduced and that the conciliar year 
was regularly equated with the civil year, just as it was after 409.' I have long argued 
that there was definite evidence for the separate existence of the conciliar year as early 
as 447 B.C., and in the absence of evidence to the contrary I have postulated its intro- 
duction by Kleisthenes at the time of the creation of the ten tribes.2 It niow appears 
that the evidence for which I had searched in vain from the first half of the fifth century 
has been found. We have to deal in the present instance with an intercalary civil year 
of thirteen months coterminous with the year of the ten prytanies. The separate conciliar 
year was introduced at some time between the year VI of the Athena Promachos accounts 
and year I of the Parthenon accounts. The date of its introduction is thus removed 
from the time of Kleisthenes, but rather definitely fixed to a time very close to 450 B.C., 

perhaps a year or two later, or even several years earlier. 
It is true that the nunmber of days in the intercalary civil year was 384 and not 380, 

but the explanation of this discrepancy in the inscription is that the year was reckoned 

I Cf. Meritt, Clas. P7hil., XXV (1930), p. 243. 
2 Meritt, Ath. Fin. Doc., p. 153. 
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by prytanies for the purpose of calculating salaries. Since the normal prytany of the 
intercalary year had thirty-eight days (there were six prytanies of thirty-eight days and 
four of thirty-nine days) the total reckoning was 10 X 38 380. In the late fourth 
century (I. G., 112, 1673, lines 60-61) thirteen months at two drachmai per day were 
reckoned as 780 Dr., indicating a year of 390 days. This of course was not correct, 
and the figure was obtainedl by multiplying the number of days in a " normal " month 
(there were seven nmonths of thirty days and six months of twenty-nine days) by thirteen. 
In the late fourth century, the paymaster used a more generous method of computing 
the salary and paid for more days than there were; in the fifth century the paymaster 
was less generous, and in an intercalary year underpaid by four days. The difference 
in results obtainied may, of course, be due to the fact that the prytany-count of our 
Promachos inscription gave a " normal " 10 X 38 380, whlile the month-count of the 
fourth century gave a " normal " 13 X 30 - 390. Whatever our explanation of the details 
may be, I consider the fact established that the epistatai of the sixth year in the Promachos 
inscription held office for the period of the civil year, that this particular year was 
intercalary, that it was coterminous with the prytany year, and hence that the conciliar 
year which we find in the period of the Archidamian War corresponding closely to the 
solar year and containing approximately 365 or 366 days had not as yet been introduced 
in Athenian political institutions. 

The evidence that the separate conciliar year existed as early as 446 is found in the 
formula of date of the expense account for the second year of work on the Parthenon 
(. G., I12, 340). It seems probable that the dating of the years of the Parthenon record 
by the name of the first secretary of the Council began in 447, for in 437/6 appears 
the phrase [' ' - hevdextrTe]g f?oXRg, hzt 11[e]tOtch'dg ir&rovog [QayataiTeve], implying that 
the record of the first year (447/6) was dated also by the flov2U and its first secretary. 
There is no need here to give the argument in detail again, for I have presented it in 
The Athenian Calendar (pp. 124-126), and reference has been made to it elsewhere.' 

It is now possible, I believe, to add still another argument to show that the separate 
conciliar year, which did not exist at the time of the Promachos accounts, did exist 
when the Parthenon accounts began. This depends on the observation that the divisions 
of the year for purposes of scaling pay were made by month in the Parthenon and 
Propylaea building inscriptions, and by prytanies in the Promachos and Erechtheion 
inscriptions. In all four cases the puiblic work involved was under the direction of epi- 
statai. There were, then, four separate boards of commissioners, all with similar respon- 
sibilities, and two of them divided their year by prytanies and two of them divided 
their year by months. We now know that the separate conciliar year did not exist at 
the time of the Promachos and Erechtheion records (where the division was made by 
prytanies), and the change to a monthly division of the year at the time of the Parthenon 
and Propylaea records can best be explained as motivated by the existence of a separate 

I Mileritt, Clas. Phil., XXV (1930), p. 243; Glotz, Rev. Arch., XXIX (1929), p. 196. 
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and distinct conciliar year which no longer coincided exactly with the term of office of 
the epistatai. If the epistatai were chosen throughout for the period of the civil year, 
a prytany division for purposes of calculating pay was possible before the separate 
conciliar year was introduced and again after the separate conciliar year had been 
abandoned. When, however, the year of the Botile was not coterminous either at beginning 
or end with the civil year, the epistatai (holding office for the civil year) could not 
without confusion make payments by the prvtany. This explains the changre of system 
which is observable in the Parthenon and Propylaea records, and is further evidence 
that the separate conciliar year had actually been introdticed as early as 447, for the 
first record of monthly payments occurs in the very first year of the Parthenon accounts 
(I. G., I 2 339, line 30). This agrees too with the fact that these Parthenon and Propylaea 
records were awkwardly dated; we have inow not only the awkward date but also the 
monthly division as evidence for the introduction of the new conciliar year. 

From this time on to the end of the century the citation of a vear caused trouble 
to the Athenians. In 446/5 (I. G., 12, 340) the date 'rr' ig [g devdeaog doyi h1 E[. 8 
UeaqIya'ccem] haXat[,[v'] was correct, but it could not be equated accurately with the 
conciliar year defined in the same inscription as [Trt #oXh iir]ido[Qog 1Q?rSo 87QyalqTl8V8]. 
None the less, the mentioll of the first secretary of thle council served the practical 
purpose of confirming more specifically in point of time the d8v4exoa dQX'. The confusion 
was here not quite so great as in the date of the borrowings in the Archidamian War 
(e.g., I. G., 12, 324, lines 2-5) where the year was defined in three different ways, only 
one of which was actually exact,' and by 437/6 a more correct denomination was given 
by adding the name of the archon, who spanned in his term of office the same civil 
year as the epistatai. The text of I.G., I2, 349 reads: 

[roto Eiol' eaot h]?ol Stx[tXZg a 
[F",l tE' wg 8rdeXa',E]g C ORES, 7igl H1[8]t6ta'8g rQ?Tog 14yQapl] 

[ya'uvm, e^E"it'Hvyd]vog NoqXovrog S406paoalotv. 

The actual date by ?QX1 is gone, for Antikles was secretary for mnore than one year, 
but the approximately equivalent fovX' is mentioned and the exactly equivalent ?Qexwv. 

At this point it may be well to consider the calendar character of the year 433/2 
in Athens, for the above arguments have a direct bearing upon it. Once granted that 
the separate conciliar year was in existence from the middle of the century, its projection 
back from 426 and its known correspondences with the civil year, particularly in 433 
(I. G., 12, 295) and in 432 (the Milesian parapegma) show that the Attic year 433/2 
must have been intercalary. For the proof of this, reference may be made to Meritt's 
Thze Athenian Calendar, p. 88. Recently, however, West has given a much needed study 
of the Delian accounts preserved in I. G., J2, 377 and has drawn the conclusion that 

I Meritt, The Athenian Calendar, p. 95. 
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the year 433/2 must have been ordinary.' There exists, thus, a paradox which must 
be resolved unless our conception of the calendar is to remain hopelessly confused. 

West has been able to establish from the equations between Delian and Athenian 
months recorded in I.G., J2, 377 the following set of correspondences: 

Athens Delos 

(Archon Krates) Posideion -I. G., J2, 377, 1. 17- Lenaion (Archon Eupteres 433) 
434/3 Gamelion Hieros 

Anthesterion Galaxion 
Elaphebolion Artemision 
Mounichion Thargelion 
Thargelion Panamnos 
Skirophorion Hekatombaion 

(Archon Apseudes) Hekatombaion Metageitnion 
433/2 Metaffgeitnion -I. G., I2 377, 11. 14-15-Bouphonion 

Boedromion Apatourion 
Pyanopsion Aresion 
Maimakterion Posideion 
Posideion Lenaioli (Archon - - - ros 432) 
Gamelion -I. G., I2, 377, ll. 2t-22-Hieros 

These equations depend on restorations in the text of I.G., J2, 377, as follows: 

1. Lines 16-18: [Xevog oX18t Hootdrimubv tiv V40vr,Uat eZovTog Keasrr'og, e [v r2Xwt de' 

Jrivarlov ,t]v eXorrog EHi3Tie0o. 

2. Lines 14-15: yXo'vog Qexet Ma ayetTvi6v sl1v 40v[rortv ?kxovroA 'AV/8zYog, 8'v] JwiZl J 
BovpoVt';V linv NoZovrog EiXzlQog. 

3. Lines 21-23: %eo'vog [ZBtex8L S0Uvltv Facilcoj] 1pTv 1I?or'vog U9tEVJog, 8v JX2t 'IVe 

[ NOOTog ...o . ca. T .] eo 

The arguments which have been advanced by West for chang ing the restorations of 
the Corpus are cogent, and with the text of equations (1) and (2) I can see no possibility 
of error. The conclusion that 433/2 muist hlave been ordinary depends, however, on 
equation (3). As West observes, the year can be made intercalary at Athens only by 
equating Hieros (Delian) with intercalary Posideion (Athens). Since this month would 
have to be written HoutdYtwi C4 es'XOotiog (or H. V'aeeog or 1. dev6reeog) West concludes 
that the space available for restoration is too small to allow its substitution for Fac1ut2tcbr, 
aiid hence that the month following Posideion was not in fact a second Posideion, and 
that the year must have been ordinary. 

It must be noted, however, that in the lacuna available for restoration West has 
supplied not only the word FayI Xv but also the word L40C'iYtv. The normal place 
for v4Oirvrotv to appear, as is shown by equations (1) and (2) where this particular part 

I A J.A., XXXVIII (1934), pp. 1-9. 
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of the text does not depend on restoration, is after the word s'v. As a matter of fact 
the word 24O'ifrjiv does not occur after the word I'v in equation (3), and whether or 
not there is room to supply it out of order in the preceding lacuna must depend on 
what other words are to be restored there. With our knowledge that the conciliar 
year existed as early as 447, and wit.h the further knowledge that this necessitates an 
intercalary year in 433/2, the restoration of equation (3) should give the name of the 
intercalated month in the lacuna, reading XeovoQ [&'CeXet 4t/'Xtuog HotdtJ'ov] lwV. The 
fact that L40OVnatv does not appear in its proper position after It v is no proof that it 
must be restored elsewhere, but merely evidence that it was omitted. Normally, as in 
equations (1) and (2), the contrast was drawn between the month at Athens and the 
month at Delos by the antithetical H46rPvritvp,-6 JV aXwt d. But in equation (3) where 
>A0Orrjotv was omnitted the appositive particle de was also omitted after 'v JXwt, and 
we have inerely XQ6ovoQ [O!QXe& 14tflLitoQ Hortuljtv] t%jPv 'c'eXovToQ A'/J6Vdog, ev JDXwt tIeQ1Q 

[Ipv &'exovrog .... caV 1 ]Qo. In spite of the omission of )A0Ovnatv there is no ambi- 
guity about this definition of time, for the name of the archon Apseudes shows that 
the month Posideion II belonged to the Athenian, and not to the Delian calendar; and 
the Delian calendar is specified in its turn adequately by the modifiers ev aJXWt and 

[&'exovTo, ca." ]Qo. 
The table of correspondences for 433/2 which West has given for the two calendar 

systems should be revised to read as follows: 

Athens Delos 

(Archon Apseudes) Hekatombaion Metageitnion (Archon Eupteres 
433/2 Metageitnion-J. G., I2, 377, 11. 14-15-Bouphonion 433) 

Boedromion Apatourion 
Pyanopsion Aresion 
Maimakterion Posideion 
Posideion Lenaion (Archon - - - ros 432) 
Posideion II -l. G., I2, 377, 11. 21-22-Hieros 
Gamelion Galaxion 
Anthesterion Artemision 
Elaphebolion Thargelion 
Mounichion Panamos 
Thlargelion Panamos IL 
Skirophorion Hekatombaion 

The reconstruction of 433/2 in Athens as an iiitercalary year indicates that 434/3 
was ordinary, and the year 432 in Delos should probably be made intercalary to prevent 
too great a divergence between it and the Athenian calendar and the dates of the 
solstice. On both counts, the Delian year 433 should be ordinary, not only to preserve 
the correspondence indicated by I. G., I 2x 377 with the Athenian months, but also to 
avoid at Delos a succession of two intercalary years. 
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PROXENY DECREE 

5. Part of a stele of Pentelic marble, with the smooth-picked left side and rough- 
picked back preserved, but otherwise broken, found on March 25, 1934 in the wall of 
a late Roman building in Section Z. 

Height, 0.245 m.; width, 0.23 m.; thickness, 0.073 m. 
Height of letters, 0.009 m. 
Inv. No. I 1674. 

The letters are arranged stoichedon. Eight lines occupy a vertical space of 0.095 m. 
on the stone, and fifteen letters (measured on centres) occupy a horizontal space of 
0.175 m. The letters are made with chisels of 0.008 m. and 0.006 m. in breadth. 

415/4 B.C. CTOIX. 23 

i_ [e~~~~~~~~~~~~~6]Jo>r6 T- xt 0x5 at' [rot J'tt] 
t~~~~~~~~~~~ CAvno- XVrzIg?vrdv [eve ..............] 

OC' eQadfl0 I7Q1a her8VE . . 5..] 

adrg e4rYraTe8 Xaet'a [g eQXe K] 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~aXtor s kAVnerg 'l7;8 

' 
aVI[ . ........ 6] 

v xatt 'ng rral ag girr [tk) 8d X0] 

[t]ei []v 7r tlV xat A[rvatiOg e] 
_ ayehVpat 7rre6Ovo [v Xtc ei'eQ] 

, 

.' 

'''...............................[V]E'Tnv >40rjvai'v gv [ar'Xrt Al] 

10 [Oi]vr7t Fv[Xe] ]t[V To]l[; eTav ] 

No. 5 

The inscription may be dated in the eighth prytany of 415/4 because of the name of 
the archon, which appears in line 4, and because it is known that in this year the tribe 
Antiochis (line 2) held the eighth prytany.1 The name of the man, however, who received 
the rights of proxeny cannot be restored. The first two letters appear in line 5 as AN, 
and these are followed by the tip of a stroke which may be interpreted as A or A; only 
the lower left corner is preserved. The end of the name appears in line 6 with the letter N. 

1 See the text of I. G., 1J2, 302 in Meritt's Ath. Fin. Doc., p. 163, lines 71-77. 
26 
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Whoever the new proxenos and benefactor may have been, we know that he had the 
stele inscribed at his own expense (line 10). This circumstance accounts for the fact 
that Ionic letters were used and indicates that the man himself came from some part 
of the Greek world where Ionic letters were regularly employed. 

I should like to point out here the coincidence that in the eighth prytany of 415/4 
an Athenian general was at Eph - - -. Unfortunately the name is broken away after the 
partially preserved S in the inscription where it appears (I.G., 12, 302, line 79; cf. text 
as given by Meritt, op. cit.) but a probable restoration gives the reading Eph(esos). The 
coincidence lies in the fact that in the same prytany we have an honorary decree for some 
man who had been a benefactor to Athens and who was himself accustomed to the Ionic 
alphabet. There is of course no proof, but the suggestion should be made that the recipient 
of honors in the text here published may have been an Ephesian who had rendered some 
service in the early days of the prytany to the Athenian general stationed. at Ephesos. 

If the restoration of the name in I.G., 12, 302 as Ephesos is correct, it is the last 
reference we have to this city as loyal to Athens before it went over to Tissaphernes at 
some time before 412.1 Perhaps the Athenians with an army on guard and with a 
diplomatic use of proxeny decrees from Athens, were trying to hold a wavering city, 
which ultimately took advantage of the exhausting preoccupation of the Athenians with 
Sicily to break away from the empire. 

SALE OF THE PROPERTY OF ALCIBIADES 

6. A. Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, but with the back preserved, 
found on Januiary 22, 1934 in the wall of a cellar of a modern house in Section K. 

Height, 0.18 m.; width, 0.26 m.; thickness, 0.11 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. 
Inv. No. I 236 b. 

Ten lines occupy a vertical space on the stone of 0.11 m., and five rows of letters 
(mostly stoichedon) occupy a horizontal space of 0.046 m. 

[ ca. 8 ] 25 - - - - _ 

[I. 6. . ] vacat 1 l - - - ] 
[meoux] -6TaRsXa a vacat 

5 Lvacat] [w6rOv;t]va ril II 

[xve] poaXxov vacat 
-[V] qA2OV 30 ILF -- 

_[q]laOot F'II vacat 
__ _II r--- 

10 _ QcUl78CoX I I-X 

1 Cf. Pauly-Wissowa, s. v. Ephesos, p. 2790. 
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- - I- - - 

-- F-ill 

[II]I F1111 
-- FFI-Hul 

15 - - [1] 11 

- - [.]1'-I 

[vacat] 

20 [vacat] 

[vacat] 

V7C6Qa III 3 I5 

J4ev ?ivev ar'taxK (og)II- 

doQdasov 

xadeo7c og] XEQaft [X8] 

XcOfQion [o@] 

I%LOL'V-6 
Xlor ,,tV ] 
[X]Lo [LVtOV] 

No. 6A 
26* 
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This fragment belongs to the same inscription as that found in Section 'T in 1932, 
anid now published as Hesperia, III, 35. It is a record of the poletai from the latter 
part of the Fifth Century, recording the sale of the confiscated property of one of the 
Hermokopidai, quite probably of Alcibiades. When the fragment first discovered was 
published, it was found possible to unite as parts of one monument the new piece and 
several other pieces already known and now preserved in the Epigraphical Museum at 
Athens (I. G., I 2, 329, 330, and 334). The fragment here recorded has no point of contact 
with any of the other pieces, but probably belongs to the iliddle and last columns of 
the stele as reconstructed in Hesperia, III, p. 48. Some question has been raised as to 
whether the two fragments of 1. G., J 2, 330 do actually join each other as I have claimed, 
and as shown in the photograph in Hesperict, III, p. 49, or whether they should be kept 
in the relative positions assigned to them by Wilhelm in his publication in the Jahres- 
hefte (1903, p. 236). I wish to take this opportunity to state that I have again examined 
the stones in Athens, and that Sterling Dow has also examined them independently for me. 
The disposition as indicated in Iesperia is correct, for the stones do join with a very 
considerable area of contact between them. 

Restorations in the present text, where necessary, may be made with reference to 
Pollux. I owe lines 21-22 to a suggestion of Woodward. The entry in lines 4-5 may 
have been, in part, the occasion for the statement (cf. Pollux, X, 40): ev rotg ?4Ix2l/tcdoU 

ereawoat lrQOSKaf C xi wv xl 2 v xO X ieQOiV. The tacOot of line 8 are also 
mentioned by Pollux (X, 43). In front of each item was the price of sale, preceded by 
the amount of the e'rcvtov. The figures of lines 26-36, as here printed, belong consequently 
to items listed in a column to the right where the stone is now broken away. 

Another fragment from the Agora and still a further piece from the Epigraphical 
MuseLm. may be added to the composite document, and I give them here as fragments B 
and C under the present number. 

B. Fraffment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, fotund on October 10, 1934 during 
the demolition of a modern house in Section 0. 

Height, 0.163 m.; width, 0.093 m.; thickness, 0.118 m. 

Height of letters, ca. 0.009 m. 

Inv. No. I 2040. 

Five lines occupy a vertical space on the stone of 0.058 in., and four rows of 
letters, measured on centres, occupy a horizontal space of 0.034 m. The writing is 
stoichelon. 

The back of the stone is rough, but the original thickness seems to be preserved. 
The fragment makes no join with any other piece of the inscription, and its exact place 
in the original document cannot be determined. The restoration of the word 'iQtpov has 
been given in the text; an alternative and equally possible suggestion is Qtflo'v[tov]. 



ief4o [v] 

_ 5 s~~~~~~~~~~eiflov 

TQ# [or] 
'Te [(fov] 

No. 6B 

Iv 

III &A--] 

III At_- 

_1 I5 III AA& 

III rF 
10 III rFi 

H- H1,FFFPV 

20 F - - t---- 

No._6C [-- 

,I AAI- 

_~~~~~' 111 thE1?d- 

| _~~~~~I F 1H-A 

20 I- - 

No. 60 
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C. EM 2765. Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides. Wilhelm has noted 
in the inventory in the Epigraphical Museum that the piece belongs with the poletai 
records, but no indication of its association with this particular document is given. 

Height, 0.225 m.; width, 0.166 mi.; thickness, 0.115 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005-0.007 m. 
Ten lines occupy a vertical space on the stone of 0.097 m. 

I have suspected a join with I. G., I2, 329, but it cannot be considered certain. When 
the stones are so placed that line 26 of I. G., I2, 329 (in the first column) falls at the 
saine level with line 12 of EM 2765 (which thus becomes column It, the middle column 
of the document) there may be a slight contact surface. If so, the line which carries 
the itein Ka&e iaX'g in the first column is continued in the second column with the item 
F 'AtA --. 

With reference to the present publication, to the Corpus, and to Hesperia, III, 35, the 
various fragments of the inscription may be noted as follows: 

Col. I Col. II Col. III 

I. G., I2, 329 +(?) 6 C Hesperia, III, 35 
6A 6A 

1. G., I2, 330 
(cf. Hesperia, HII, p. 49) 

No. 6 B and I. G., I2, 334 cannot be accurately assigned. 

THE TRIBUTE ASSESSMENT OF 410 B.c. 

7. Five small fragments of Pentelic marble, found between May 15 and 25, 1933 in 
Section H' in front of the Stoa of Zeus. Fragment A was found in a burnt stratum, 
fragments B, C, and D just above the classical floor, and fragment E just above bedrock. 
They have no point of contact in common, but are obviously part of the same original 
monument. 

Frag. A: height, 0.08 m.; width, 0.05 m.; thickness, 0.04 m. 

Frag. B: height, 0.105 m.; width, 0.105 m.; thickness, 0.042 m. 

Frag. C: height, 0.13 m.; width, 0.085 m.; thickness, 0.045 in. 

Frag. D: height, 0.08 m.; width, 0.095 m.; thickness, 0.033 m. 
Frag. E: height, 0.09 mi.; width, 0.071 m.; thickness, 0.035 m. 
Inv. No. I 832. 

The height of letters is ca. 0.006 m., and four lines occupy a vertical space on the 
stone of 0.06 m., while five letters (in Neoavd[et&g] of Fragment D) occupy a horizonltal 
space of 0.057 m. The strokes of the letters are inade with chisels of 0.006 m. or 0.004 m. 
in breadth. 
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No. 7 

A ---- S: rI H 

B - - - -- E TT 
- - - - Q: XX 

C -.- - - xoIII - - 

5 - -- -Olt: T 
- - - - QElg - - 

- _ - - - t- 

_ - - - _- _ 

D I--- 
10 sxr [PlOl - - -] 

Neasvde [et: -- -] 

Mt)nTo [lrcoxteat: - -] 
[.IJC --"-. -- - 

E [K]v'Qv[tot: - --] 
15 Ketot [: - - -] 

Karev'[aTtot: - -] 
I - - - _ 
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The readings from the stone are fairly clear, so far as they are preserved at all, anld 
show that the fragments belong to an assessment list of the Athenian empire distinct 
from that of 425/4 (I.G., 12, 63 Meritt and West, Tlhe Athenian Assessment of 425 B.C.) 

or of 421 (. G., 12, 64, fragments y + z"). In this document the amounts of tribute 
followed the names and were separated from them by marks of punctuLation. The writ- 
ing shows some Ionic characteristics, like the etas in .2xzX[~Ytot] and MtXrjro[1ro),rat] of 
fragment D and the lambda of MtXrv,o[iroX-tcat] in the same fragment. In fragment C 
(line 6) the letters - - - Qtg must be taken as the ending of a name, nominative plural, 
in place of the usual - - - - e8g or - - - - . This form is attested only after 378 B.C. 

in the examples collected by Meisterhans-Schwyzer,l but any other restoration here seems 
difficult. Possibly the form N6av[8e[a-] in fragment D should be read as N8savjQ [E6g].2 
The form -E- in fragment B shows that y was not always employed for e. The 
restoration here may be [BtaavO]8, for this city was supposed to pay also in 421 a tribute 
of two talents (I.G., 12, 64, line 87). 

Other readings call for some comment. In line 4 the letters after zo are re- 
presented only by three vertical strokes which are broken away at the top. The first 
two cannot be combined to make a single letter but the last two may represent either 
one letter or two. The letters in line 7 may form part of the word [KXco,]jvt[otj or 
perhaps of the phrase [qoaiotj] Ev 'I[xaQot] or [Obvcotj] 'v '1[x4ot]. In any event the 
names of fragment C seem to belong to the Ionic-Caric group, while those of fragment D 
belong to the Hellespont, and those of fragment E to the Islands. This consideration 
renders the restoration Klt)Aro[lro2irat] rather than MiXAro[g] necessary in line 12. In 
line 14 the traces of letters preserved are so spaced as to make necessary the supple- 
ment [K]VQ0V[tot]. 

All the fragments except E are mere chlips broken on all sides. Along the left edge 
of E is an ancient beveled cutting very much like that which appears along both sides 
of I. G., 12, 63, but in the present instance the marble once continued toward the left 
even below the depth of the beveling. It is now broken away, and the original left edge 
of the stone is not actually preserved-only the line of margin which was decorated by 
the beveled surface. The arrangement suggests, however, that the names of the Island 
district were listed in Column I of the catalogmue as was the case also in I.G., I2, 63. 

In date the document is the latest of its kind that we now possess. The numerous 
lonicisms make a date in the latter part of the century almost inevitable, and I suggest 
that it represents the assessment of 410/09 B.C. It is known from Thucydides that there 
was no assessment in 414/3, for in that year the po'eog was abandoned in favor of a 
five per cent tax on commerce.3 The normal time for a new assessment after this date 
was the Panathenaic year 410/09, when a restoration of tribute payment by the "allies" 

I Grammatik der attisehe Itschriften', p. 141. 
2 Cf. Pape, Gr. Eiyennarnen, s. v. NwYEv'q. 
3 Thuc., VII) 28, 4; cf. Meritt, Ath. Fin. Doe., pp. 16-17. 
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may have seemed particularly appropriate after the great victory of Kyzikos in the 
spring or early summer of 410. Indeed, it must be assumed that an assessment had 
taken place before 409/8, for we read in Xenophon's Helleica (1, 3, 9) of the imposition 
of qo'Qo? on Chalkedon in that year on the old scale and the exaction of arrears. This 
reassessment of tribute was recognized by Koehler years ago,' and the epigraphical 
evidence for it has now come to light in the fragments here published. The new item 
MiXrjro[cotICat] from the Hellespont reflects the victory of Kyzikos and lends additional 
support to the date here suggested in 410/09. The site of Miletopolis lay not far to the 
southeast of Kyzikos. The restored democracy evidently planned a restored assessment 
of the tribute, including cities within their sphere of interest, soine of which, like Mileto- 
polis, had not-so far as we know-been assessed before. 

The fate of the five per cent tax is uncertain. Aristophanes (Frogs, line 363) speaks 
of an etxoaroXod'og in Aigina in 406/5, but Aigina did not pay tribute and had not, in 
fact, payed tribute since 431 (Thuc. II, 27). Whether the allied cities were compelled 
to pay the tax as well as the tribute after 410 we do iiot know. Evidently the tax 
was continued where tribute was not collected. Incidentally, the resumption of tribute 
assessment after a lapse of four years shows that the substitute tax was not so great 
a financial success as the Athenians in 414 had hoped it would be. 

TREASURES OF ATHENA AND THE OTHER GODS 

8. Fragment of grayish-white marble, found on January 9, 1934 in the wall of a 
modern house in Section A. It is broken on all but two faces, which have independent 
inscriptions. 

Height, 0.165 m.; width, 0.197 m.; thickness, 0.077 m. 
Height of letters (on the principal face) 0.007 m., (on the lateral surface) 0.047 m. 
IR-v. No. I 1182. 

The original thickness of the stele is preserved, with the back rough-picked. The 
lateral surface was used as a horizontal band for a later inscription, of which only two 
letters (- - - EA) are preserved. 

In the principal inscription the letters are arranged stoichedon. Four lines occupy a 
vertical space of about 0.06 m., and eight letters, measured on centres, occupy a hori- 
zontal space of 0.11 m. 

I am indebted to Woodward, who has studied my copy, for the information that the 
new fragment must join fragment c of I. G., JJ2, 1395. When trial was made in Athens 
it was found that the stones actually do join, as Woodward surmised, and a photoofraph 
of the two pieces together is given here. 

1 Urkutnden und Untersuchungen, pp. 152-153. 
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4fr4 

No. 8. I. G., 1I2 1395 c +Agora I 1182 

[ - ] l.n [d]tl[a] A [i]O !X [eva~o g a T0O] 
20 [POV zqt .X]f1a ile'a {l XQ6'[a * * ] a[O08?] 

[ .--6 Xev] ari'ov 6rl vaTaO 6[,t]6[V A]rP II 
' 

C1 

[toY etoyve6'] Xo2ov araOtt6v P [111 v] h aXa Xeva 

[a1111 euc6 to uwqs] svo ov t NlX1 'X [V]1 t7iS 8 

[g t6 detycauaogi] awaOp6v rFlI daax[ij]v t?og urQ 
25 [wcT6g Xevu5g dQr.e]pltdoQ BQaVQewVl'ag aO[Ot6] 

[v FI-lli av/friv R8pa]vrtiVn zae& [M] JOvpva[ [iwv e] 
KlwtXeVUog dXtVaX?g ?]IdXVUO[g] OVV4 &'[VEV da] 

[xivJJo dunarog E'v xvXt] xviY [- -] 

The right margin of the stele is determined by the new fragment, and the lines have 
been numbered as in the text of I. G., 112, 1395. New readings in lines 19, 20, 22, 23, 
and 28 of the old fragment have been made by Woodward and Meritt. 

The record is an inventory of the treasures of Athena and the Other Gods from the 
Parthenon taken over by the board of treasurers of 395/4 from their predecessors. 

SALES OF CONFISCATED PROPERTIES 

9. Two fragments of Pentelic marble which belong together, but which do not join. 
The piece on the left has the left edge preserved but is otherwise broken. It was found 
in January of 1934 in Section 0. 
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Height, 0.163 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.056 m. 

Height of letters, 0.008 m. 

Inv. No. 1 1092. 

The piece on the rig,ht is broken on all sides. It was found on March 30, 1933 in 
Section Z. On it the ends of the lines of text are preserved, but the stone has no margin. 
It extends beyond the break to the right enough to indicate that the inscription originally 
contained another column of text in addition to that which is partially preserved in the 
two fragments here published. 

Height, 0.112 m.; width, 0.095 m.; thickness, 0.056 m. 

Height of letters, 0.008 m. 
Inv. No. I 627. 

The inscription is stoichedon. Five lines of text occupy a vertical space on the stone 
of 0.05 m.; six letters (measured on centres) occupy a horizontal space of 0.05 m. 

No. 9 
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First half of the Fourth Century CTOIX. 32 

HH -- - - - - - - - x-] 

II:covwv Aq [u'T~~ 1+F F 'M T &ftPla - 

Ilxdw(v )f [tdjVAtog air-fealpB? 
5 g ]at aUyf0[x0t XaESXVQ@ffaV ...... 

to JataY[ldo ovvotxiav zatx hXat&aV(?) &] 
I HA L ir Eht &el[elat Xzl,dVag ati y7.t]Tw Ireog 

AlO dVlOYT[g * g * - *1 2 -**** & ea 210 hto'wvog . ).Y8Q 
~ooto 

ey KpTtoro'dw [eog .....10..* ] S IX86a 1 1 11 I 
iQ arQitao 4Q,o[atX[tog (?) T2nmo]X,2'yo Eiwvvy 

sc)g 'yyuv xar[aq5o2 H A FF (?)] vacat 
ill iac & a . ....... ]et vacat 

SQex j,'Ll [og."'VI 'yaIe Xaec 

atlog za[t a4VtY'otO XaESXVQW] faav zeaxoV 

15 WL' [do . . . . . . . . . *.2 I. . . . . . . . . *.] ta0 oy 

1m H H 1 - - - - - - --- --- --- --- ]a 

The document is a record of the ?o)Zrai containing accounts for the sale of confiscated 
property. It belongs in the same category with I. G., 1J 2, 1579 and Hesperia, IV (1935), 
no. 41, with which the text here given should be compared. The length of line is de- 
termined as thirty-two letters by the restoration of line 14, where the verb zarexvQfav 
is taken from Aristotle, TAO. Ho2., ? 47, 3 and the noun ui4tflo;ot - aV(/v;vot fromi line 5 
above. 

Aristotle speaks of the sale of the property of those who have been exiled by the 
court of the Areopagos and of debtors, remarking that the poletai conducted the sale 
in the presence of the Council, and that the nine archons ratified it (xaTaXveoViut 6 o'O 

IvMva Neiovrre). Our document contains one record of such a sale and parts of two 
others, reflecting the procedure as described by Aristotle. It is improbable that the 
words O dei'&og xat' a,4iov;ot (cf. lines 4-5 and 13-14) are the equivalent of the board 

of nine archons; rather the named official was one of the board and the av ?ovX;oc were 
his advisers. Presumably any one of the nine archons had authority to ratify such a 
sale. The three major archons had each two paredroi1 who were sometimes called 
aVitl4ovXot as were also the advisers of the six other archons, though these had no official 
status and were not recognized in the constitution.2 

In the record given in lines 4-12 of the present inscription Platon of Aphidnai re- 
gistered the property for sale, (.)s and his advisers ratified the sale, and the 

1 Cf. LI0. _IoX., ? 56, 1 and I. G., III, 1696. In the very early fourth century (394/3) tlle inumiiiber was 
only onie. See I.G., JJ2, 2811. 

2 See Sinith, Dictionary of Greek anid Roman Antiquities, s. v. paredri. 
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propertv belonged to some one from Daidalidai (lines 4-6). One can only conjecture 
the real nature of the property, it must have been in part at least land, for the dimen- 
sions of the plot are given in line 9 as four plethra. It was located in Thria, and the 
restoration suggested here tentatively in the text assumes that it was a large house and 
estate. A further definition of the locality of the property is given by the bounding 
properties on the east and north (lines 7-9). Then follow in order three items: the 
name of the man who made the purchase, the amount of his deposit, and the record of 
the sales tax (lines 10-12). 

Recently, in discussing, another record of the poletai, I have argued against connect- 
ing eyyv with xaca3oXV.' The argument still seems to me valid, especially in view of 
the fact that in . G., 112, 1579 the words 'yyv and xarafloX are separated by blank 
spaces upon the stone. I wish, however, to suggest still another possibility for explain- 
ing 'yyv as yv(Wi1). The bondsman may have been himself the purchaser, so that in 
lines 10- I of the present inscription the reading should be e?el'aoQee[uaqyog(?) TXAmo]X8'1o 
Ewvvyteig 8yyv(njig): "Aresaichmos, son of Tlepolemos (the name is uncertain), of Euony- 
mon, the bondsman, bought up the property." Such must have been a common event 
when the first purchaser failed to meet the instalments on his payment when they became 
due. With this interpretation one can understand why no space was left for a new 
name after y'yyv in line 11, and why syyv might appear in abbreviated form, which would 
be most odd if the sense to be reconstructed demanded 8'yyi%s xara(3oU. 

LEASES OF MINES AND SALES OF CONFISCATED PROPERTY, INCLUDING THAT OF 
PHlILOKRATES THE HAGNOUSIAN 

10. An opisthooraphic stele of Hymettian marble, with one ed(re preserved, found on 
April 2, 1934 in a heavy Roman wall in Section B. 

Height, 0.735 m.; width, 0.445 m.; thickness, 0.09 m. at the top and 0.094 m. near the 

bottom. 
Height of letters, 0.004 m. 

Inv. No. 11749. 

The inscription is stoichedon on both faces. On the obverse face (the one better pre- 
served) ten lines occupy a vertical space of 0.075 m. and ten rows (measured on centres) 
occupy a horizontal space of 0.075 m. On the reverse face (less well preserved) ten lines 
occupy a vertical space of 0.067 m.; and ten rows (measured on centres) occupy a hori- 
zontal space of 0.067 m. 

I Hesperia, IV (1935), pp. 570-571. 



No. 10. Obverse Face 



No. 10. Reverse Face 
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The stone is part of the same original stele with a fragment already known and published 
as I. G., JJ2, 1582, which has the same slightly tapering thickness,1 the same marble, and the 
same writing on both its obverse and reverse faces. The better preserved face of I.G., JJ2, 

1582 has the closer script and belongs with the face less well preserved in the present text. 
The tapering thickness (ca. 0.09 m. at the top to ca. 0.094 m. at the bottom) shows 

that these two large fragments must be placed side by side rather than one above the 
other in any attempted reconstruction. Along the left edge of Face A of the Agora 
piece (cf. photograph on p. 394) there are drill holes made by some post-classical workman 
who wanted to cut the stele in two. On the right edge of Face B of I. G., II2, 1582 
there are still discernible one or two similar holes, and they determine the line of cutting 

when the stone was divided. The two and 
one half columns of I. G., 112, 1582 must 
be added to the one and one half columns 
of the Agora fragment to give a recon- 
structed stele four columns in width. This 
is, in fact, the disposition of the stone which 
Oikonomos deduced from the spacing of the 
columns on the original fragment, where his 
very shrewd observation of a minute epi- 
graphical detail gave the conclusion now 
here confirmed.2 

Fortunately it is possible to estimate the 
original width of the stone, for the distance 
from one margin to the centre can be mea- 
sured on Face A of T. G.* ITI 1582 as 0.533 m. 

The total width was therefore 1.066 m. This determination plays an important part in 
the reconstruction of the text of the Agora fragment. On the better preserved face the 
last column and one interspace take 0.27 m., so there is left a span of 0.263 m. for the 
original Col. III and half the interspace preceding it. This width is exactly right for 
the restoration of Col. III with a stoichedon line of thirty-five letters, and shows that in 
fact Col. III had the same number of letters in each line as Col. IV. 

The text now published in the Corpus as L. G., II2, 1582, lines 140-187, becomes Col. I 
of the obverse face of the Agora stone, and should be restored with a stoichedon line 
of thirty-five (not thirty-nine) letters. The text of the Corpus now published as Cols. I, 
II, and III of Face A of I. G., II2, 1582 becomes Cols. II, III, and IV of Face B of the 
Agora stone, wlhich preserves in legible form only a part of Col. I. Each of these four 
columns should be restored with a stoichledon line of thirty-nine letters. 

Inv. No. 817 (obverse) 

1 The thickness of the stone is erroneously recorded in Ath. Mlitt., XXXV (1910), p. 274, and also in 
the lemma in the Corpus, I. G., I2, 1582. 

2 Oikonomos, Ath. Mitt., XXXV (1910), p. 274. 
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To this same stele belongs also a small fragment found in the Agora on May 16, 1933 
in a late fill in Section Z. 

Height, 0.13 m.; width, 0.128 m.; thickness, 0.094 m. 
Height of letters, 0.004 mi. 
Inv. No. I 817. 

The stone has one edge preserved, is opisthographic, and belongs below the large 
piece (I 1749) described above. It makes no join. The text of the obverse face is given 
below in lines 200-203, and of the reverse face in lines 295-308. 

!J- 

Inv. No. 817 (reverse) 

TEXT 

342/1 B.C.(?) Col. III (Face A) CTOIX. 35 
[-_-------______31_--------]: N-ixt 

[ 24 12: KTruLflio: t2 

[ .14Mnffuuhk,u]ag: ALixYqItdslav 

[Tog: MvQ: .......... gewak?ov] iraXat6v evawid 

5 [i ov au'xrov E..]ov.] 'A ronfi : e 
27 
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[v rotg gdcp.tv rolog ...6...]vog: KvO: 't y: floe 
1 7 [.i' ' ...... . . VOTo: Mv]1Slutddyavroq .P 

[da,(P : JWTVQ: mfQ? txllo aptl: *.*.... I 01rog: 16'a'(P. KvO 

[ire6g tXl?ov Yvo: Mvpudailiavr]og 6ddTr: Mve: xv 

10 [MvrijuYcaiptg Xd4troddycivro]g: Mv.: A&: radc 6z a 

[ea60 rc7iv drlUtOrffe&wv Ilvavo] zqJuIog ikvdQe 

[at Ioralw'Vov dtxaaTr1iov] fyfQ7ToV rwiv XauV 

[C1v: Xveowd)g vraga' revradewV K]cptuO'YQog: 'ly 

[voOWov: ...... ( .) .Ev]ov 2wag K?& 
15 [tviov dlryeQaiv xoelov x]qit oilv'av: tAyv 

22 _ [OV-Tl . . . ., . . . . . .22 . . . . . . . . . .] .l O]O ( 

[lioaia ...................2 . ]FEIAOYKE 
[ 2 7 ........ . ]liLara cVYo 
[ 27 .......... .............. aTT g M vye 

20 ..... ..... . . . . . . .. .]. I: Ot" 8 te 
1 9 [v Xweilo .]................ ],rat: bt y : xvx 

[ 2.5 ] arro: d04: Iaj' 

[VO . . . . . . . 6..... . .. .. l ] UsTC6OV xwei 
[ ~~~~~22 ]fl3 : o:d 

25 ['5 21 1 oo.e'0'? e;t [lo OV .,..........1... .. . .. ],rat] (Tot yV: #o O'd 

25 [g.......... 2.I . .,.]qllo lcsQ6g ~xQX 1 5 
Ulo h'Ct:............... 7*]g tjxio Jvo: ~ 6'd& 

[ 2-3 . ] 2.oa xaea0 

[ ~~~~24 ]&SSW^l 
.[ ' 2................... ]'6ourQ&clo: KvYaO 

21 .]: Ela6ov xw 30 2 .............. .. .. "4eTe trog: 'AQ 
[ov.21.] ~&v21 

[tllo.g *. * ]arrog: X: dop: tPavV 

[Xxo ; ......a' 6,F,X],J6Qov XweioV 
35 [. ....... 2: floe: Ky.co: K 

[ ........... . ...... 22 io d : O 

[g ... . . ..3.S]oQ: 1r:yoQ: bp: E 

[ .. .. ... ] vat xa] ox 
40 [aV........ 2 . ] orO: yOe )x 
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[xo. .. . 2.I .. tAIEFNOMOIO 
[ 23 ............] E xatc'aev xat o 

Xa ......12 o v... me tXl] o V: Xaelvo: 
2 3 [..2., .... ]: zwQlov XCtd 0'0 

45 [g1 ? 
8 . ...... . . . . . dY o]or 6a va raiVv 

[a C&arTa ra ToiY (ItXoXQd'rog r]oV IYVOoYJQOV: X 

[v: oi'X i3iraxoikravrog (L't?oxe&] 'rog 7r lr Tip o' 

[aIV iiCg ea d"gOv 
" 

6XQ v a3)lb'TV 'Y7r 

[quAg rwcSt QSi ]t a&xxo &pX6] vrog e'v Y 

50 [,t ,,,,l, o ,2,t . . . . . . . ] 1 . . 

[ 2 2 1 . ... l4'xc8v:2 

[ . 
23 . ]tag r~g k1t JJ?ra 

[ ~~ ~ ~~22 oixi cov T 

[, . .,.,.,..,.....20 , , , aa}]v6 Xoxog AXATI 

[ 27 1ss T0 d'Qog q 

[Qoaa 23,,,,,,,,,]g: iyvovart 
[,,,,,,,,,,,,,,28 ,,] xwloV 

28 ............... ]NQN 
[ 

2h 

~~~............... ]NIO.27-19NTAO 

[ .............2 ] O LVO 

[ 6. . . . . . . . .] .l: tS . .l o ?6 

60 [ 23 l............. zIo o3543 

[QXovvo;: c1)v: .? vaqX]i'krr: [tH AQc~eXi 
[ag: . g*18 , 6Y1&]aOcx68 Tip' hXa 

[ & ~~~20 ,,]l: HEL~: rojy Evta 

[V., , ,,,,, 21 , , ]............... ]iVat TaV TO'X 

. . . . . . . . . . . o 
[ 21 . . . . . . . . ] . oQ/.. Y: M6X: T 
[ 24 ]0cl W dsljpt6AjT 

[j-l 
~~20 ,,,,]l: 8av: F2v4[a 

[ 22 j]C) EvO6jpQovog 

75 [ & QatE...... . ....... . ]. .o. E x ovog 
27* 
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[. . .: %elov xaO: oixiav oV-: y]: flo: 0056 I 6is H 

[6tQawa Cp6Qoaax VOTO'.]icj ':2qr: me6 
toeapt: .QO . . OO . . . . . . . ]8 .fh Yr,06 

[Xi dt .Xio dvo: ?A reto 
~~~~~~~2.5 - 

[- - - - - - - - 0tovTog - - - - -]o? r60t cnrioa 

80 [(()oI: X: deaca&g xat 8X78y/QecqiV] ov [v] v cX[eO'75] 

.]~~~~2 

-~~~~~~~~~~-V .... 

[?] 
[ ]- 

[ ]N 

-_ - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - -_ - - - - -]ON 
- - - - - - -] -- - 

-_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -]N 

(Lacuna of uncertain length at the end of Col. III and beginning of Col. IV) 

Col. IV (Face A) 
CTOIX. 35 

tot-1r~Q 

-[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Q? ] IA 

XEO[V Vt: ...... .7 : 17dv- 

'Eey~~~~~ . . . . . . [ . v . -------------] 

ios X: xca qyoaantriata dv'o mX M6Trit, Otg Y.: lreQg] 

2tJov aVt: tXoXea'ro[g: '4yv: otxia: ireo6 RXiov1 

dvo: 'I8QoX?6Yo: 'EoQ: t4j8]a[o[rrito: flooe: It)o] 

xea6rovg: w4yp': oiXla: vor': 6 O[c6 i criTov6 'Heax] 

t610 TOVi tIWtxa6xov 6g o [a, V ceovova: c4p] 

110 'Im7ro,vtog: KaXXIov >Ixwzev": xr[: dnpoo?v o'rs] 

Cov airarrV(o OltXoXzrog roi Hv [Ootbeo: XAjv: oV] 

x virazovavrog tOIXoxQ6ro 61[g Wiv xZeauv] 
KOaT lrj 16iaayy26?aV V 6ttY62YY [A6 aVTO] 

V Yy-rcQ e6hY: [F]Xavxiiuro: Ko?: cXX O' [VToQ eQ] 

11"5 yPnv rV 6iOt c1xaUrnQiw1: oXlQponlw6 [voQ 86] 
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vdeca ntceodVov d6txauQiQov W6 [ov Ei6] 

V *qtv7V xvQwTiq maea& reuVdewp: EMvOvxX[P] 

ME`xAovg: 16z K: EMOvxA,g EMOvpusi6dov Mveq[: '] 

7l%E/Qta48v ofvvotlUXv 4t 1hplQe V1&r6 7ovvtl 

120 tat: l v: floe: E&vxXl6`ovg: Mve: otxia: voio: d8 J1 

wraexov: IhlQ : oix'cx lre&g t2lo eVo': o 6ddg @ d 

erlia dvoye: de' E&6Ovy.Xov Mve: otbx'a oikrg W 

' avvotxiag rai5n1g MuIl8 Flov Mve: dpi2xo 

VTOg WV0c d5y?Louiwc T. AOlVahwv 8`'76yy17v [i)] V 
12s ve2'VIffTaro NDxltoiv: .oix2towi6ov: Al$: pc 

acxxovTcx Te'rovg p,6otxlo6v 16"ia HvOo6o"cov & 343/2 

eX'oYOg eXrTv xa tfl6o'y1nv Xat oyd6rv alN 83 

voiWZp s 'cai3is Pac&T1v rijv xataflo 
Uv: H: dQaX Q zai X c 27r,v 8pv Vo g 'Q2Y 

130 oig Wiv 3vreaXQyiav FXwv XCa 0fl6oriv X 

at, oyd66v WTedl raV'a'g cDxarriv T)v Xa'al[o] 

2 -v.: H s s r * axttag xal heeav ?ryv iV v 7i cV? [rl 

v oaro Trj2'4aXov: 'ElooX',o yt IT: o1'z: mT;au[x] 

OVZ; 0f eiog TWS IrmudeaQOXpUlag TWS- W TCt or6)( 

135 [l ] rlrc;0XQ vxt p It7TTv xat ,X';V at 6fl ?3 

1 at oyd6rdv Xcl ?vOa'wV xcat 1 rjV ?CI [6 w] 

[oai3i a ocxarmflox6 ehos?awv TiOv xaTafl[oX'v: H: a] 

[QaeX]>& xaca hie[a]v 6?VyVV 2rIowopI [imn 4t6 LU] 

[(e] Cad Tr6ukernv X [al] 7rcr'mW;v 6io WIaV ['ag etxa] 
140 [a] wiV 1V (vXTcfloUv: HAPr mI: xat crav IE7v" 

NI .v sEm^yvaamo KI(aU earrv: Ka [XXtxeaTo] 

[g:Bry?r: o1z: p8waaz(y0VOir wc),OV/g '1;gg [dQaXpng s] 

dt ?46AXt) 6t, ei60o'pTnv XaO? 8,'o`',v [XaOf EVarTI] 

V xtf l 8EX0V 7;raf ' 'rV a [6irw,yv {b)v] 

145 xarcfl;?ox v: A ArFi ii: zaXl covi5wv ) [E6izx(l)v y,s] 

y8V^cvCwV oi2x 8 cT&lwFaV7( i [WU 6Eo'xu OU'bs] 

tJi2tlTlio: Od' T&2IOaXo: oUr8 Ka [KXaUtzero] 

g Wcv dw)v ov're MQl?ljyov 'cQ 7[yl2aQ ag Ky] 

yv arao IrQeO '[r)v 7ii6?xv a?XX exyZj[Qad,1l6vo e] 

150 v dxQo lt: x: Ovaxirvtg: Kr (ptuoqp(0[)'rog: .*. X] 
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oIcio 'E2mt;vro: Ho'c: dir: TrtW4axog: 6 1 

UiXae: XXXImHHPrI: rofto xa ?aX'0 HI0o[oV t&ia] 

V: [T] l4acQXog: X4 aq*x?ASg: 'Ee b: ??Iqt: [d7r?] 

eoaciiv Nlxoduo roi :4Qt,uTObevOvg: 0tb: x.o [e] 
155 or 240d(r,ct 8V lIhr c6YIV oli ' 5 xwQ l[o] 

JOv[dlogro: E)w: xao O'og: Por6: Y xwQiov dr4oojl 
'TQo: >Iqt: xat zwQlov ?kuy^lovido me6g t1lo [d] 

1- - / 

Vrlo: xaedea meo'g tXilo dvo: Xwlov EHOvpd[P] 

og Ei'o: 8OTdtovro Ntxo81Itov I6tt Jzbyoto)wt 
160 X: 8Yeax1)g XCl ecyQ8deVov eV ex Omvo'2, 

81ltfoxirV 0q(6 loQ bt Oc terO'w 

vog ig Aiavri+Yog qv2ii' xai 8y2eag T6 CEe 

Or etvxior O g cpvXjg oix dorOde'dXor xa& E 

XyEyQMsIE>o EY C%fOWOiE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t AUl'at t xa Xl xi&S eaplicro b e I &y ao, 8i4 At'cr - Vt6 

165 p iorrog. P'HkP1-HIll: %a' zroi,vo co-~ &QdQO 

dY6t1zxoJE,t'O ahrdn Eft' /4eXIOV xXoVro: x: [0] 346/5 

o66pavrog: Ehv: nyozoxf : 4pt: virorxt6;pa 1 

mt(4Wal T'r1 Awaruidog qfvxirg J4rv NopIv 

lov: 4OaXU: TctoxeaTh,: zhpt: Hfo?pcXog: Hlo,vlU 
170 do0: OWV: 8Vsxmv tar'V O iro 've ; A r Jamrdo; 

qwxi-r er r6ot xwehwL 'vw1 NtxoJIj5uov rovo )ditor 

oyevog o 3y:QV:c 2'0 /?oe: xwebor Ei Ovio: ]cOr 

xac Q o;: roz: xcov br pouSeoeT'wo:- r It.-: XaO' x( 

ebor Wirrltorlo ure"6 X,tXo rco'r: t xae4jea ic 

175 ek; xtlO dvo:. xet'or TO El Ovdyrog.: Ev: iPoqpS 

iharoat -c AUarrUdt pv4t: 1 H F& rF: P1-11: ovix d 

Y"oj6pro; Tvofio 06 d'eiloVr t Acrl'avict S 
vRh bsXtoiY2oV ysropedro Ntxod6^ov xaoti e 

yxeravrOgo r&O le&r deyVetov ToVi 4I'arro; z 

180 at 0i rpTcdOg xat dlrO?Q[&UVO]V rtv CvrrO &'ita[r] 
'Irc St y' Jyo Job1 'v6 &tev [eto]r 7 'vc ; vxoao ;] 
vr7g Alarvi-dog pv24; [ oao]q8rr'vGot Jooi ] 

qpvXl erat: ir(r: Ntxox [ed 'r?]; roFvo;ro: CPa [o] 
185 fI HPAR&t: r'ovro xarseX[ij[0,r &] eoov N a: &dro [y'e] 
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acD: 
2HeopiOiwv: 

AiaX[Qa]i[ov] 'X Kj: &eyqacp16: '[a] 
xa-tav oet'at: tt ye6: #0oe: &I w6st Zltv x4va 
ov &yo: Xat& 0`e' t dv&[o . .]aTa voyto. 

atc El; TOP TElxnOv . 2.... . . . . . . a. 

190 ctda: vor: Tv6 I - -[v - -] 

[. .]aov'vog xa - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

a: 6?iov TO lQ& x - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

[ -]ylrov II[.]TH- - -] 

[..T]l t ___.___ ___w __- 
195 [...] O - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

[....]HHHH:-------------------- 

Lacuna of uncertain length 

200 ---- -- --- -- ----- - - ---- IE. 8 

----------------------AP: XOTQI. 

---------------------N: T: KAIE... 

------------------------OS: AN... 

Col. I (Face B) 

CTOIX. 39 

ANQN - - - - - - - - - - - 
ANQN ---------- 

* AION/- 

..O7E4 O -------- 

210 . .O .TIE [- ] 

eog tjXio[: dvt -- 7-r- Qo] 

S fxto dvo - - - - - - - - - 

og: M8yax--------- 

.:Eivv,u [- --- waX] 

215 Xov &d8 [yeQpaTo-] 
.v: L ye?- --- - -- -- - 

HMOY. AO[- -- - -Y- o] 

vvl[i - - -- ] 
2 ovvuot- - - - - - - [ ? 

220 Ydq9eofv soi5 ---? 

n6&g -eo -AO 

AINH7 ------- --- 

rPIA ------- 

..P: A - -- - -- - 

225 

ME - 

Ell ------------- 

IAO. 6,, Al: - 
230 Innf------------- 

El -- -- ------- 

XAP ------------ 
26 lines illegible 

A _-------------_ 

260 .N ------------- 

. -EN[- ------ uT-nv] 
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exov (3t [ye: -, 
12F1AN - 

265 .NBOP - 

*0 1: T --- - - - - - - - - 

20. OlT- -_-- - -______ - 
PA ----------- 

1 0 - - -- - - - - - - - - - 

270 *T 

.T - - - - - - - - - - - -_ 

275 T-------------- 

. YEI - - - - - - - - - - - 

.YEIA - - - - - - - - - - - - 

280 - -- - - - - - - - - - - - . EIA- 

280 

*IN- 

.2 ION_---____-___ 

285. TO ------------ 

O .. . O - 

EO - 

MO --- 

290 .A --- - - - - - - - - - - - - _ 

-9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Lacuna of uncertain length 

295 ,, AAF- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

* ITHN4E2[- - - - - - - - - - 

lOV &ulovn [-c-- 7?g tov a] - - - - - 

voyIE: OAOO. AN7AKA -- - - -- 

v: O1ya: TH: nAAIKKA . . r - - - 

300 o0 Yd[n]aov -axatrOY - - - - - - - - - 

[a] ir2[rjv] e"Zov J3rir1tl[axOv - - dmq] 

[el] ?/'o Xaevbo]v X- ] 

[. ]j[e]o -------- - 

*XAAT...I[----a-a] 
305 6O1IpOv ivc/[taC/OI - - - - - - - - ] 

EAM .- - - - - - - - - 

EA: -vo: AE------------- 

EP------ _-- _--_ __ __ _ _ 

TRANSLATION 

Lines 3-10: Mnesidamas son of Aristodamas of Myrrhinous (listed) an old [mine] 
re-opened (name lost) in Amphitrope, [with a column, in the fields of] ( -- ) on 
of Kytheros, bounded on the north by [-------, on the south] by the fields of Mne- 
sidamas [of Myrrhinous, on the east by the fields of] (-- - )thenes of Kytheros, [and 
on the west by the] fields of Mnesidamas of Myrrhinous. The lessee was Mnesidamas, 
son of Aristodamas, of Myrrhinous, the amount being twenty drachmai. 

Lines 10-16: The following [of the confiscated properties were sold]. 
On the second day of Pyanopsion: first [court] sitting for the new (offences); [ratifier 

from the prytanes] Kephisodoros, son of Hagnotheos(?), [of - - - 
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Case I 

-[- - -, son of - - - -, of] Euonymon and Sosias, son of Kleinias(?), [of - - -, re- 
gistered for confiscation a plot of ground] and house situated in Hagnous, etc. 

Lines 45-50: - - -- to be [confiscated all] these above-mentioned [properties of Philo- 
krates, son] of Pythodoros, of Hagnous, [since Philokrates did not appear] for the trial 
[of the indictment to which] Hypereides had summoned him by laying information [be- 
fore the demos, but] was convicted in absentia in the [court ], etc. 

Case III(?) 

Lines 74-8 t: (- - -)ron, son of Euthyphron, [of , registered for confiscation 
a plot of ground and a house belonging to ----- son of Euktemon, bounded on the 
north by the road leading to the Peiraeus, [on the south by the property of] ----)ides 
of Sphettos, on the [east by -----, and on the] west by the property of Aristo(---) 

[of ----, this (name of owner of the house lost) owing] to the public treasury [one 
thousand drachmai and being] written down on the Acropolis --- - etc. 

Case (?) 

Lines 101-115: [--- bounded on the] east [by , and on the west] by the road 
[leading to -- - - and the] workshop of [Hierokleides] of Hermos. [The purchaser was 
- - - -,son of ----, of ----, the amount being] one thousand drachmai. In addition, 
two workshops in [Melite, bounded on] the east by [a house] of Philokrates [of Hagnous, 
on the] west by a workshop of Hierokleides of Hermos, [on the north] by a house of 
Philokrates of Hagnous, and on the south by the road [leading from the sanctuary] of 
Herakles Alexikakos to the Agora. [The purchaser was] Hipponikos, son of Kallias, of 
Alopeke, the amount being fifteen hundred drachmai-all the properties of Philokrates, 
son of Pythodoros, [of Hagnous, being confiscated] since Philokrates did not appear for 
[the trial] according to the public indictment which was brought against [him] by Hyper- 
ides, son of Glaukippos, of Kollyte, but was convicted in absentia in the court. 

Lines 115-190: Skirophorion second; the middle court sitting for the new (offenses); 
ratifier from the prytanes Euthykles, son of Eukles, from Kedoi. 

Case I 

Euthykles, son of Euthymenides, of Myrrhinous, registered for confiscation an apart- 
1ment house in Peiraeus below Mounichia which is bounded on the north by a house of 
Eukles of Mvrrhinous, on the south by- a house of Protarchos of Poiraeus, on the east 
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by the road to the city, and onl the west by a house of Euthymachos of Myrrhinous 
this apartment house belonging to Meixidemos of Myrrhinous who owes to the public 
treasury of the Athenians a bond whicll he guaranteed for Philistides, son of Philistides, 
of Aixone who shared in levying, the metic tax in the archonship of Pythodoros (343/2): 
the sixth and seventh and eighth and ninth payments, these four, each of 100 drachmai; 
and another bond on the mines for the five drachmai tax: the sixth and seventh and 
eighth payments, these three, each of 125 drachmai; and another bond which he guaran- 
teed for Telemachos, soni of Hermolochos, dwelling in the Peiraeus, who shared in levy- 
ing the five drachmai tax for Theseus: the fourth and fifth and sixth and seventh and 
eighth and ninth and tenth payments, these seven, each [of 100] drachmai; and another 
bond for a stone-quarry in the Peiraeus: the fourth and fifth payments; these two, each 
of 115'/2 drachmai; and another bond which he guaranteed for Kallikrates, son of [Kalli- 
krates], dwelling in Besa, who shared in levying the [one drachma] tax for Asklepios: 
the seventh and eighth and ninth and tenth payments, these four, each of 362/3 drachmai; 
these sums having been [doubled], since neither Philistides nor Telemachos nor Kallikrates 
paid to the [city] the purchase price of their tax-farming nor did Meixidemos pay the 
bonds which he had guaranteed to the city, but was written down on the Acropolis. 
R(atifiers): Phyakines, son of Kephisophon, of - - - -, and Charias, son of Elpinikos, of 
Potamon. The purchaser was Telemachos, son of Theangelos, of Acharnai, the amounit 
being 3705 /, drachmai. This sum was deposited in full in one payment. 

Case 1I 

Timarchos of Aphidnai, Amphikles, and Ersikles of Aphidnai registered for confiscation 
a field of Nikodemos, son of Aristomenes, of Oinoe, situated in Aphidnai in the district 
of the Petalidai, which is bounded on the north by the field of Euthymenes of Euonymon 
and the rump, on the south by the field of Demostratos of Aphidnai and the field of 
Apemnonides, on the east by the ravine, and on the west by the field of Euthymenes of 
Euonymon-this Nikodemos owing to the public treasury 1000 drachmai and being written 
down on the Acropolis as having incurred a penalty in that after he became steward 
of the tribe Aiantis and had collected the sacred money of the tribe he has not paid it 
back, and being written down on the Acropolis as owing also to Ajax 6662/3 drachmai, 
this sum, furthermore, having been doubled for him in the archonship of Archias (346/5). 
R(atifiers): Theophrastos of Eleusis and Demokles of Aphidnai. Claim: the stewards of 
the tribe Aiantis, Dion son of Noumenios of Phaleron, Timokrates of Aphidnai, and 
Polyphilos son of Polymedes of Oinoe laid a claim on behalf of the tribe Aiantis that 
there was due to the tribe Aiantis a sum of 6662/. drachmai secured on the field of 
Nikodemos son of Aristomenes of Oinoe, which is bounded on the north by the field 
of Euthymenes of Euonymoli and the rump, on the south by the field of Demostratos of 
Aphidnai and the field of Apemonides, on the east by the ravine, and on the west by 
the field of Euthymenes of Euonymon, since Nikodemos did not pay back this money to 
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the tribe Aiantis when he had become steward and had collected the sacred money of 
Ajax, Nikodemos having incurred also the penalty (even after losing all his possessions 
if he should not pay back the money according to the laws of the tribe Aiantis) of 
owing in addition to the public treasury a fine of 666 2/3 drachmai. Nikostratos, son of 
Xenokrates, of Rhamnous as purchaser paid off the claim so far as the tribe was concerned, 
the amount being 680 drachmai. This sum was deposited in full in one payment. 

Case III 

Registration for confiscation. Promethion son of Aischraios of Kedoi registered for 
confiscation an estate in Thria which is bounded on the north by the road leading to 
the - - ? - - and the two mountains - - - - - -and to the walled - - - -, on the south by 
the sanctuary -----etc. 

COMMENTARY 

It is probable that the inscription on face B is earlier than that on Face A, for the 
latest archon mentioned there is Theophilos (348/7: I.G., 112, 1582, lines 76, 79) while 
the niame Pythodotos (343/2) appears in line 126 of face A. In any case the records of 
the Laureion mines seem to have preceded on the stone the records of sale from con- 
fiscated properties. The better preserved face of I.G., 112, 1582 is entirely concerned 
with the mines, beginning even in the first column now published as Face B, lines 201-287, 
of the present text and continuing over to the other side of the stone in lines 140-187 
of I. G., 112, 1582, Face B. This first Column of Face B in the Corpus text is continued 
by Col. II (illegible) and Col. III of Face A in the Agora stone, where the record of the 
Laureion mines is continued down to line 10. These first nine lines of the present text 
have been restored so far as possible with reference to I. G., JJ2, 1582. Mnesidamas son 
of Aristodamas of Myrrhinous registered the mine (lines 3-4), owned property on the 
north (line 7) and west (line 9) and himself purchased the lease (lines 9-10). The man 
who listed and the man who bought the lease were frequently the same (cf. I. G., JJ2, 
1582, passim). The verb diec,yQiP0aro should be restored in line 4 but the space is too 
short by two letters; I hesitate to restore d'icremp.. The lease price was the customary 
figure of 20 drachmai, a sum which appears frequently in I.G., G J2, 1582. Mnesidamas 
was probably the son of that Aristodamas listed in the Prosopographia Attica as no. 1794 
and brother of Polydamas (P. A., 11917). His grandfather was Kallisthenes, also a 
Myrrhinousian (cf.I.G., 112, 1152 add.). 

From line 10 to the conclusion of the document as preserved are the records of 
confiscated properties introduced by the phrase rddse 8i4Qc6O rtZov Jptoieorvwv]. The 
restoration is made from Pollux, where the recurring phrase &v votg driptozc-roig (e.g. X, 
36, 96, etc.), particularly with reference to the posted lists of Alcibiades' property, gives 
justification for the epigraphical use of the word dripto'zream here. The subdivisions 
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under this general heading were made first by the date and specification of the court, 
as in lines 11-13 and 115-117, and then by the individual registries for confiscation, 
several registries appearing under each date. With each registry the verb dryeapcipv 
appears in the singular, although, as in lines 152-153, as many as three people may 
have listed the properties to be sold. These separate registries I have called " cases " 
in the translation above, and different case beginnings may be distinguished for the 
confiscation of Pyanopsion 2 in lines 14 and 50, and for confiscations of Skirophorion 2 
in lines 118, 153, and 185. 

Lines 12-13: The court was called [dt1aafZotov] irewJiov vcZn' xaivC)V, and this itemn is 
to be compared with that of lines 116-117 where the court which sat in Skirophorion 
was called dmXaaQ1oPov rd pioov rCVc]v xawlvV. As -t6 jeiaov is known as one of the Athenian 
law courts,' so 7cQGirov, or v6 zeQ6ioV, which is here attested for the first time, should 
(I believe) be taken as the name of a court. The words rcv xcavCov seem to refer rather 
to the function of the court than to its location, and I quote with reference to them 
the grammarians' note on the doa'lyeXia: ZxTa xawv6v xa6 dyeaTwv d,lXnlvWV. Own Yetv 
oiv t Kc*atXi)ov 6o6Sx (Lexicont Cantabrigiense; cf. Lipsius, Das attische Bechzt, p. 185, note 26). 
The connection is doubtful, as is also the relation to r6 Kcavo'v of Aristophanes, Wasps, 120. 
From the context of this inscription it is evident that in Pyanopsion the court mentioned 
dealt, inter alia, with cases referred to it in consequence of an eioxl2'2'da (line 48).2 The 
cases which came before the dtxao(Qeov w6 EduoV wioV xalvGv in Skirophorion (lines 116-117) 
were concerned, so far as the evidence of this inscription shows, either directly or 
indirectly with tax-farming and the collection of sacred money. 

Line 13: The restoration xvew7?)g ITaQe& irievTdVEwV is taken from line 117. The ratifier 
from the prytanes was in attendance at the session of the court. This word xvwOzr1/, 
appears also in I. G., II2, 1678 A 27, where the restoration should be given as xvzurQg 

t[X] iv 1[4]V[raVeWV r]OVlTcO[V - - - etc., and where also a court action involving monetary 
transactions is recorded. In the present instance the ratifier was Kephisodoros. 

Lines 14-15: The mnen who registered for sale the properties of the following lines 
were two in number, but the verb to be supplied in line 15 was probably urdyeaypev. 
Cf. line 154. 

Lines 15-16: The final three letters of line 15 have been restored as part of the 
locative ~A'1vivrt. From line 16 down to line 45 there are no preserved designations 
of ownership of the properties sold, while the recurrence of -iE'ov and 8e"xav (lines 20, 
23, 34, 39) and the summation with waf5r[at &iavra] in lines 45-46 imply that they all 

belonged to one man. If so, it is clear from line 46 that he must have been Philokrates 
the Hag,nousian, for whom the location of the house and property in Hagnous (line 15: 

'41v[ofvt]) is not inappropriate. Probably the name Philokrates is to be restored in 

1 See scholia on Aristophanes, Wasps, 120; also Pollux, VIII, 121. 
2 For such reference to a dikastery see Lipsius, op. cit., p. 182 (also, e.g., Pollux, VIII, 51). 
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line 16. It may be inferred from the item 8reQo[v Xw/Qlov] of lines 20-21 that the noun 
Xweiov should also be restored in line 15 (cf. also lines 23 and 34). 

Lines 22-23: dv = d(i}rg). The purchaser was apparently the same both in lines 22-23 
and lines 33-34, the difference in the entries being that the price paid was listed after 
his name in line 23 and before it in line 33. 

Line 28: The letters AO in I(vocaO are cut very small in the interspace to the right 
of the column, and lie outside the stoichedon framework of the inscription. 

Lines 29-32: The property described in these lines was bounded by the sanctuary 
of Artemis (lines 29, 30, 32) and the field of the E1xad8Fg (line 31). These EtzaJ8tg were 
a religious club dedicated to the worship of Apollo (cf. Poland, Gesch. des griech. Vereins- 
wesens, p. 64), with their sanctuary in the neighborhood of the modern Markopoulo in 
the Mesogeia.1 Since Markopoulo marks the site of the deme Hagnous, we are justified 
in making the deduction that the Hagnousian property of Philokrates is here being sold 
(cf. commentary on lines 15-16), and that the E'xCadeC ov XQtov of lines 31-32 is in fact the 
same as that delimited by the boundary stone I. G., 112, 2631: e,oo; Xwetov XolvoUY ExacdeIcNo. 

Line 37: The fact that the property is described as a XwCl'ov (line 34) and that it 
probably lay in Hagnous (cf. commentary on lines 29-32) militates against the tempting 
restoration [- - t- 't]os aYog 

Line 42: See commentary on lines 29-32. 

Lines 45-46: The word rafra lhere summarizes the properties of Philokrates listed 
in the lines above (15-44). The appearance of [hgp6]aia lends color to the restoration 
[Jidpouhov] in line 110, while the appearance of 6ifTco)w in line 111 gives credence to 
the restoration [L&ravra] in line 46. 

Lines 46-50: These lines may be restored by comparison with lines 111-115, though 
the exact wording in both cases is not the same. Philokrates, son of Pythodoros, of 
Hagnous (P.A., 14599) was the celebrated Athenian whose name is connected with the 
Peace of 346 B.C., and who fled into exile rather than stand trial when indicted by 
Hypereides. These facts are known from the literary tradition (Hypereides, IV [III], 29; 
Demosthenes, XIX, 116ff.; Aischines, II, 6 and III, 79, 81; Dinarchus, I, 28). That 
Philokrates was tried in absentia and condemned, and that his property was confiscated, 
is also known. The present inscription gives a concise statement of the facts of indictment, 
trial, and condemnatioin, and records the sale of the confiscated property. It also adds 
to our knowledge the name of Philokrates' father, Pythodoros (lines 46 and 111). Hypereides 
son of Glaukippos of Kollyte (lines 48-49 and 114) was the famous orator (P.A., 13912). 

Line 150: With this line a new rubric begins. The restorations for the rest of Col. III are 
difficult and for the most part no attempt has been made to give supplements in the text. 

I Cf. 1.G., 12, 1I 258, abotit which some uncertainty exists whether it was found at Markopoulo in the 
Mesogeia or niear Oropos. The docunment I. G., 112, 2631 was found near MarkopouLlo in the Mesogeia. 
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Lines 67-73: The record is involved with rentals, yearly rates, interest, principal, 
and loans. In line 73 caV dav(lsva g). 

Line 71: Possibly 8t]q0o:8h, related to tuo'&Qtov. 1 have no satisfactory explanation. 

Lines 79-80: The formula of lines 159-160 can be recognized here. 

Line 103: The name CI e koxXelo is restored from line 107. 

Line 105: The restoration 8[yt MXirnti] fills exactly the available space, and is justified 
by the fact that the southern boundary was the road leading from the sanctuary of 
Herakles Alexikakos to the Agora. This shrine was in Melite, and a boundary stone which 
may belong to it was found recently in the Agora excavations (IHesperia, III [1934], no. 56). 

Lines 106 and 108: For Philokrates (P.A., 14599) see the commentary on lines 46-50. 

Lines 108-109: The course of the road is uncertain but it probably entered the 
Agora south of the Tholos. 

Line 110: For Hipponikos son of Kallias of Alopeke see P.A., 7659. The present 
text gives the first sure evidence for the deme of the famous family of Hipponikos and 
Kallias. They belonged to Alopeke of the tribe Antiochis, and not to Ankyle of Aigeis 
as has been thought hitherto (cf. Kirchner, Hermes, XXXI, pp. 258-259). The grandfather 
of the present Hipponikos, also called iipponikos, son of Kallias, was general in 427/6. 
Our knowledge that he belonged to Antiochis (X) instead of to Aigeis (II) eniables us to 
avoid the assumption of double representation for Aigeis in the strategic list of this year 
(cf. Beloch, Gr. Gesch., 112, p. 263), and to secure a more nearly correct basis of evidence 
for the study of tribal representation in the Athenian strategia. 

Lines 110-115: See the commentary on lines 46-50. With these lines a second section 
dealing with the confiscated properties of Philokrates is brought to a close. 

Lines 1 15-118: See the commentary on lines 12-13 and on line 13. A new sub- 
division of the record is begun by the new date, the name of the court, and the name of 
the ratifier from the prytanes. Euthykles son of Eukles from Kedoi may be the grandson 
of that Euthykles listed as P.A., 5583 and nephew of the Pythokles listed as P.A., 12443. 

- Lines 118 and 120: For Euthykles son of Euthymenides of Myrrhinous see P.A., 
5644 (s.v. E'Ovy,6vicdg). Euthykles was a brother of Eupolemos (P.A., 5928), who was 

active ca. 340-330 B.C. 

Lines 121-122: The " city road " was evidently the main road from the Peiraeus to 
Athens, leading out through the "City gate" in the walls of Peiraeus. Cf. Judeich, 
Topographie (1931), pp. 430-431 and Plan III. 

Lines 124-125: :yyiyiv ["]v 6vvyv'facuo. The verb is usually 6rvyviaacro (lines 125, 
133-134, 141) but once 4yyv?'aaro (lines 148-149). Cf. Liddell and Scott, s.v. 0yva'2'v. 

Line 125: Philistides son of Philistides of Aixone was probably the son of that 
Philistides listed as P.A., 14441 and brother of Pausistratos (P.A., 11743) who is known 
to have belonged to the tribe Kekropis. 
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Line 126: Philistides had been one who participated in the collection of the metic 
tax in the archonship of Pythodotos (343/2). The purchase price which he was supposed 
to pay for the privilege of gathering the taxes is described in line 148 by the technical 
word duv. For the farminig out of taxes, see Aristotle, I40. HIo%., ? 47, 2 (Busolt-Swoboda, 
Griechische Staatskunde, p. 1230). An informative passage which illustrates the text of 
this inscription is found in Andokides, I, 133-134: 

/I2'eeQQtOg y'a& oVioUt, O xaU%g xdycaOg, dQX(d0vr 4y8vero 

rg KEVTXO6tg TQITOV TOQ,; xat enQriaO Qld'Oflr racav- 

tonV, te-dAO6 V 
' 

av3a OuTOl dVTvg Ol :aea0v'6&gvre 6 viro 

Trv etX-kv, oV5 V'g -elg iar6e Olol d6aiV. Ol dl& TOVTO 

c^4iOtye YoOfXOUt aV2XeiVAt EXEile, (l CVOig upO'v2a j, xca ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ 8d M tu v xa 8fl7 
xast JUt v':C-efpldXWrt XafSlV6 a:yV'QlOV Xa?t 0 tyov lraeIa%irv 
!8eTa6XEV. xeQYcaVr8eg Uc TQla raXaVTra, yVo'vTe6g T 

ar;QO,ita olov ei%, rg coxO x'oOV, ovv roVVcaV rr&VUe, xca 

ier6adc8OVreg TOlg Q?2otg 8:voi5vTo 7racXtv 'rQtcxoVwa Taxavrwv. 
'Ta xoivx dVTwvao oM&Q, a eX4@v e rip' 

flovxipv vi C-6e8#aXXov, 8"(0g 87recipV xa'cd welrzXovx racabrwTv. 

&4adorag c8 Ttov ,wOV Xcxat zariaac Vllv :''v?&Qg 8:cDRegoe6a T 

xePjma xac xarlf/a3ov r- rro2&e xacd aiVr6 oVx :CW)ll Orv, 

a:xxa t fleaxia (d'feXQcatVOA8eV Ot JTa6Xo'vTeg-- 

In this passage from Andokides it appears that several people had grouped themselves 
together, first with Agyrrhios and then others with Andokides, to pay the price of the 
cov, and that Andokides in overbidding Agyrrhios and getting the contract for himself 
had furnished guarantors. Meixidemos, in the present inscription, was a guarantor for 
Philistides, who was in turn one of the group that bought the privilege of farming the 
metic tax. This tax falls in the category which Aristotle describes as r&o rDA R& d ei 
Uviavr&v grmeapdVa, for Philistides was collector only in 343/2. 

Lines 127-129: Aristotle (>40. HoX., ? 47, 2-3 and 5) tells how the records of the 
taxes farmed out were kept. If the paymenits were to be made in instalments, one for 
each prytany, the amounts were listed on ten whitened tablets and each record expunged 
only when payment was made. The present document lists payments that were due 
evidently in ten instalments (xauxS3oXata) and records those instalments that remained 
unpaid (cf. Gilbert, Gree7c Constitutional Antiquities, pp. 352-355). 

Line 130: Reference to a five-drachmai tax on the mines. 

Lines 132-134: The form of the name shows that Telemachos was a metic. He 
participated in collecting a five-drachmai tax for Theseus, here attested for the first time. 

Lines 141-143: The form of the name shows that Kallikrates was a metic. He 
participated in collecting the one-drachma tax for Asklepios. 
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Lines 145-150: Aristotle (>40. Hlo2., ? 48, 1) says that if a payment is not made when 
due the record of it still stands and it must be paid double. This doubling of the 
amount is recorded in line 145, where the word dui46wV may be shown from the com- 
putation of the items to be a necessary restoration. 

The calculations are: 

Reference Amouint of Number of Total 
Instalments Instalments 

line 129 100 4 400 
line 132 125 3 375 
line 137 [100] 7 700 
line 140 1151/2 2 231 
line 145 36 2/ 4 1462/3 

18522/3 

The figure 18522/3 when doubled (line 145) amounts to 37051/3, the sum preserved on 
the stone in line 152. 

In giving possible reasons for a`Otla Andokides (I, 73) lists those people 6iro'oot --- 

w wag TrepQcevo4 u X TO& tdSp ix oY ov li zxe 4aXop r& Y"g'Para, a 6'ijyy,ag 4yyv,uavTo IQ6, To 

dqOlatOV TOVVOt1 @ tiev eXT8aeWi n1 XtU TQ V fVVag, Elt a , dl(2WlOV Ocp;i2 V 

XCa 7& XrTu,tla-ra aVuV' n oaOat. Althouogh two of the principals concerned in our present 
document were metics, the classes are the same. Philistides (line 125), Telemachos 
(line 133), and Kallikrates (line 141) were the c'vog 7lrQlt@urOt who did not pay their instal- 
ments (lines 146-148) and Meixidemos (line 123) was the syyi'ag 4'yvford6vrog (lines 148-149). 
Andokides uses the word g1Eltati for the settlement of the debt; the inscription (line 146) 
has ovx 6xtaarvw(V. 

These lines give our best evidence for the date of the inscription on the better 
preserved face of the stone. Instalments as late as the ninth prytany of 343/2 were 
overdue (line 128). It is probably true, though not absolutely certain, that the overdue 
instalments of the tenth prytany (lines 136, 144) belong also to 343/2. In any case, 
there was a period of grace before the confiscation of the property, and it is difficult 
to date Skirophorion of line 115 earlier than 342/1. Pyanopsion of line 11 probably 
belongs to the same year, and it thus appears that the property of Philokrates was 
being condemned and sold as early as the autumn of 342. This agrees well with other 
evidence for the date of Hypereides' indictment which Schaefer dates not earlier than the 
autumn of 343.1 If there were no undue delays in the proceedings against Meixidemos 
as described in lines 118-153, then the d6oaayyeRoa broughit by Hypereides against Philo- 
krates can be dated in 343/2. 

Line 150: x z(veworata). Phyakines is a namie new to Attic prosopography. Cf. 
line 166. 

1 Schaefer, Demosthenes und seine Zeit, II 2, p. 368, note 1. 
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Lines 151-152: Telemachos, son of Theangelos, of Acharnai is already known 
(P.A., 13562). 

Line 153: Three men registered the property of Nikodemos, the record of whose 
case begins in this line. 

Line 155: 8' Hleraou1d6vo: cf. I.G., 112, 1594, lines 46, 48. For the genitive, cf., e.g., 
8y KvdarutJiv and sy KoOoxtGar in I.G., JJ2, 1597. 

Line 161: As epimeletes Nikodemos was one of a board of three. See lines 167-170. 

Line 166: Archias was archon in 346/5. x-=x(vQwurc); they were two in number, 
as in lines 150-151. 

Line 167: Demokles of Aphidnai is known (P.A., 3495). The tribe Aiantis was 
interested in the property of Nikodemos reffistered for sale by the state and made a 
claim (EV itiylia) in order to guarantee the payment of its own debt. See Lipsius, 
Das attische Recht, p. 934 and note 17, also pp. 464, 493. 

Lines 168-170: The epimeletai of the tribe were three in number. 

Lines 176-185: The amount of money which Nikodemos owed to the tribe Aiantis 
was 666 2/3 drachmai. Nikokrates evidently had purchased from the city the privilege 
of collecting the 6662/ drachmai due to Aiantis and also the 6662/3 drachmai due the 
public treasury when the ainount of the debt was doubled in 346/5. He paid for this 
privilege 680 drachmai to the public treasury and satisfied also the claims of Aiantis. 
The city profited slightly by the transaction, and we may be sure that Nikokrates did 
not lose. Either Aiantis was satisfied with a sum less than its original debt, or (more 
likely) Nikokrates collected more than enough to pay the amount in full and to re- 
imburse himself for the 680 drachmai listed in line 185. The restoration of line 183 is 
uncertain. Nikokrates son of Xenokrates of Rhamnous was apparently of the same 
famnily as Xenokrates son of Xenokrates of Rhamnous (P.A., 11250). 

Lines 187-188: The letters at the end of line 187 and the beginning of line 188 give 
the word KAEY3ON. I have no satisfactory explanation, but the context calls for a 
topographical definition near Thria. 

Lines 206-308: These lines belong with the record of the Laureion mines and are 
the first colutmn on that face of the stone for which I.G., 112, 1582 gives columns II, 
III, and IV. Only a few letters can be made out in that part of column II which ap- 
peared on the Agora fragment. 

DECREE 

11. The upper right corner of a stele of Pentelic marble, with mouldings and part 
of the pediment preserved, but broken away at the left and at the bottom. The stone 
was found on May 15, 1933 in the curbing of a late well in Section El'. 

28 
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Height, 0.175 m.; width, 0.122 m.; thickness, 0.095 in. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. 
Inv. No. I 830. 

Four lines occupy a vertical space on the stone of 0.05 m., and six letters (stoichedon), 
measured on centres, occupy a horizontal space of 0.075 m. 

332/1 B.c. CTOIX. 31 

o] I 
['Eirc NLX7TOV &'QXoVroQ E1lt iI] Kexeozd 

[dog sirrv e revrco'eIc St ~I4]twrdvov 

[: 4etar6vov [ V A,ayvQeog 'ye] apqI re [v] 
5 [e'v -HoatdBovOg bPd8xad(rt, '1etur] ret zacd 

[Easxdret ; eIig [ EVrI'dcf rC7v ?Xre] oEldecwt 
efe i plU8L nomen . demoticum] v ' [o] 

Qi I _ [ev fWl 872S{09~~~~~~~~~ 
- - - - - - - - - - _ - -] 

The inscription may be assigned to the 
year of Niketes because of the name of the 
secretary which appears in line 3. The 
spacing of the letters (stoichedon 31) shows 
that the number of the prytany was either 
fifth, seventh, or tenth and that the date by 
prytany in lines 5-6 must have fallen be- 
tween the thirteenth and nineteenth day of the 

No. 11 prytany. In the year of Niketes (cf. I. G., 112, 
344-347) such dates in the seventh and 

tenth prytanies would yield corresponding dates in Anthesterion and Skirophorion which 
could not be restored in line 5. For the fifth prytany, however, a restoration is possible, 
and has been made in the text here given. 

DECREE 

12. Part of a stele of Pentelic marble, made up of two contiguous fragfments and of 
one piece which can be placed exactly in relation to them. One piece, already published 
as Hesperia, III (1934), no. 7, was found in the wall of a modern cistern in Section zA; 
the smaller piece adjoining it was found on May 23, 1933 in a late fill in Section Z. 
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Height, 0.15m.; width, 0.17m.; thickness of the inscribed portion below the mould- 
ings, 0.035 m. 

Height of letters, ca. 0.007 m. 
Inv. Nos. I 219 (see also Ilesperia, III, no. 7) and I 860. 

Four lines occupy a vertical space of 0.057 m. on the stone, and ten letters (stoichedon), 
measured on centres, occupy a horizontal space of 0.149 m. 

The second new piece, with left edge preserved, was found on February 26, 1936 in 
a mnediaeval storage pit in Section KK. 

Height, 0.28 m.; width, 0.13 m.; thickness, 0.047 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007 m. 
Inv. No. I 3619. 

A 

No. 12 

302/1 B.C. CTOIX. 26 

[0@] E O [I] 
[TiEl' Ntxox]X1'ovg NeXov[,rog E1rt' rT] 

g w4v [utyov] l oQg E8ld4J [g iQe;avB] 
tag [tl] N[i]nxv (80@Qeov [HXWOei,Q g] 

5 yeacUy [r] Evev- HoafllcE [voQ d5VTc] 

eat perW [d']x'ddaq [n] ,t) 'rg~ !7rrvw] QOfl^tET[El]X8aS[ir] ',r [ t5 r QV7 
aVeia[g. V 8XXjia IV zhoVt&iVO T] 

v -ir eo[e'dev gqiierv v . 6 ] 
[.]oQ ? 4. [...... I . . at UV o] 

10 [sed] O [t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 
28* 
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The discovery of the new fragments confirms the attribution of the inscription to 
the year of Nikokles, and makes certain the reading of the date by month in lines 5-6 
as Iloatue6W [vog &vde]eac y8T' [all]xcdag, with backward count in the reckoning of the days. 
This was suggested in restoration in Hesperia, IV, p. 546, and is now proved correct by 
the new fragments here published. The calendar equations of this inscription and of 
I. G., II2, 499 give again a formal proof of the backward count, such as was first af- 
forded by Hesperia, IV, no. 39 and I. G., II2, 838 (see Hesperia, IV, pp. 529-531). 

PRAISE OF AN ARCHON AND HIS PAREDROI 

13. Fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, found on April 29, 1933 
in a loose fill above bedrock in a Roman building of Section HI. The left margin of 
the inscription is determined by a beveled edge, to the left of which the flat surface of 
the stone is still partially preserved on a lower plane. 

Height, 0.169 m.; width, 0.20 m.; thickness, 0.057 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005 m.-0.006 m. (1 - 0.008 m.). 
Inv. No. I 749. 

Eight lines occupy vertically a space of 0.10 m., and ten letters (measured on centres) 
occupy horizontally a space of 0.113 m. The letters are arrang,ed stoichedon, but with 
syllabic division at the ends of the lines. 

No. 13 
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288/7-263/2 B.C. CTOIX. 39 

[,rO]V" 16ft' [,r7] l [dtot~ Oll*et . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 . . . . 

[.]6tlevoV 8X vof v4ou[o]v [V Eatve'at de' XC To'vg ma V] 

[e] xeYovg advfoV v 2a [. . . . . . . . . .] 

Krjtwp65vTa Kv6ut[ .... . ...... . a 
' 

STJe] 

5 paw-Ouat 8kxaTeeo [V aVVT0V xara TOP VO,llOV 'aiayeax v] 

tpa as' 8d6 To V/)'[q5waya TOv 7QafptIET& TOV mTva v v] 

mrvaveta eV Ea [orfxjt xi oivnta xct ?rIcaat 1utimo] 

[u]0ev tiS Toi 4[i 6- ovod-j dQ J8 r7v eayeacTv fvIg] 
[U] r'XJ; tt8Q [tca TOi70 81T T dlotXrjet V A V daX] 

io [S]vacat 

The character of writing is eminiently suitable for the first half of the third century B.C., 

and the payment of money by the administrative board (line 1) serves to date the in- 
scription more accurately between 288/7 and 263/2, when Athens was free from Mace- 
donian control.' 

The specification of the number of drachmai for the inscribing of the stele (line 9) is 
also characteristic of the early third century (see, e.g., Hesperia, IV [1935], p. 562, no. 40, 
line 32). There is no room in the last lines of the present document for the formula 

The name of the man in whose honor the decree was passed has not been preserved, 
but evidently he had two paredroi (lines 3-5), and they were given praise alonig with 
him and had their names inscribed on the same stele. The Athenian officials wlho had 
two paredroi were, par excellence, the three major archons (X0. HoX., ? 56, 1), and I 
suggest that the present decree was in honor of one of these. The decree was to be 
erected " before the Stoa of Zeus " (line 8). It is natural to suppose that the decree 
honoring an archon would be erected before his political office. For the Archon Basileus 
this was the Royal Stoa,2 and it follows that if this decree was in his honor the Stoa 

of Zeus should then be identified with the Royal Stoa, as has recently been argued by 
N. Valmin.3 However, the Archon Eponymous also had his office in the Agora,4 and it 

is probably premature to draw conclusions concerning the topography of the Agora from 

this document, other than to say that if the Stoa of Zeus and the Royal Stoa are not 

to be identified, then this document belongs to the Archon Eponymous and is prima facie 
evidence that his office was in the Stoa of Zeus. 

I Dinsmooi, Archons of Athens, p. 65. 
2 Cf. Pauily-Wissowa, Realencyklopddie, s. v. Basileus, Vol. III, p. 73. 
3 4" Die Zeus-Stoa in der Agora von Athen," Kung. lutmanistiska Vetenskapssamfundet i Lund, 

Arsberattelse, 1933-1934, pp. 1-7. 
4 [Andocides], IV, 14; cf. Busolt-Swoboda, Gr. Staatsk7unde, IT, p. 1074, 1n. 3. 
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THE YEAR OF PEITHIDEMOS 

14. Large stele of Hymettian marble, which has been preserved almost entire in its 
over-all dimensions, but which has been foot-worn and battered until the surface is 
almost completely lost. The opening lines of the decree can be partially read. The 
stone was found on July 8, 1933 built into the wall of a Byzantine building in Section H', 
where it had served as a threshold. 

Height, 1.40 m.; width of face across the top, 0.46 m., and across the bottom, 0.53 m.; 
thickness, 0.155 m. 

Height of letters, 0.005 m. 

Inv. No. 1 1051. 

No. 14 
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267/6 B.C. C.r OIX. 43 

[0] [O 1] 
'ETri 11,[{t]Oiah[]ov eQX[[o]T?ro 'ii 41[g )]xapavTlcog re[i V v] 

[rng TuQvn?a] i[aI] vacat 

[Bonde?sptco'?S] d[7]66,6t [8'1]t' [d]e'Xa [V 8,fl0,F,] l xat' d[8Xa"r,6] 

5 ['[@ ?8taV8la- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _] 

Remaining lines illegible 

The determination of the year of Peithidemos as 267/6 was made by Ferguson (A. J. P., 
LV [1934], pp. 330-331). Cf. Hesperia, IV, p. 584. The name of the secretary was not 
inscribed on the stone either in the document here published or in the other known 
decree of Peithidemos' year where the opening lines have been preserved (1.G., 112, 687). 

DECREE IN HONOR OF KEPHISODOROS 

15. An inscribed stele of Hymettian marble, together with three small pieces, two of 
which join together but no one of which joins the larger block of stone. 

The stele proper was fouind on March 24, 1933 in a hard earth filling in front of the 
South Byzantine building in Section H. 

Height, 0.85 mi.; width of pediment, 0.526 m.; width at line 1 of the inscription, 0.468 mn.; 

width at line 29 of the inscription, 0.479 mi.; greatest thickness, 0.15 mi.; thickness of the 
dressed edges, 0.075 m. 

Inv. No. I 605. 

A fragment which contains parts of lines 44-54 was found on May 9, 1933 in Section E. 
It bears the inventory number I 605 c and has the following ineasurements: height, 0.132 mi.; 
width, 0.091 mi.; thickness, 0.032 m. 

The two fragments which join together, and which give parts of the text in lines 47-56 
were both found in Section 11'. One piece bears the inventory number I 834 and was found 
in the lowest layer above the classical floor on May 18, 1933; the other piece bears the in- 
ventory number I 909 and was found in a burnt layer on May 29, 193a. The combined frag- 
ments have the following measuremnents: height, 0.12i m.; width, 0.171 m.; thickness, 0.035 in. 

A small piece inventoried as I 605 b was found at the same time with the stele proper, 
but does not, apparently, belong with this inscription. 

The marble of all the fragments has a mnottled coloration, shading irregularly from 
milky white to a very dark bluish slate-grey. The top of the stele is ornamented with 
a pediment with central and lateral finials; the back is rough, thinned at the edges; and 
the sides are picked with a fine-toothed chisel. 

The height of letters throughout is ca. 0.006 m. Ten lines of the text occupy on the stone a 
vertical space of 0.116 in.; the writing is not stoichedon. Between clauses of the text a space of 
one or sometimnes two letters is left uninscribed. The writingf is characteristic of the early second 
century B.C., alpha having consistently the cross-bar with its centre depressed but not angular. 

Reference to this text has already been made in Hesperia, IV (1935), p. 556, note 1. 



No. 15 
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196/5 B.C. 

'EiiI Xaetxn'ovg Neiovrog eMt TrI Aiy8lYog evarig MrQVTavela ~t V V 

torZelXQ E)vatvEg'ov tPcavoVtutog uEvyQsvapevv 6Uov tov lcpicrT 

'E)a(pyowi6vog 'Ql'Et ,ir YiXA XarC 6OV 6E O8O'& Xa' -'XOUsrP 

Tig 1TQavr iagc 8xxktiCa XvQicx 8lLt 17JTtQald. TJ ov MeOIgcYwv ezel 

5 q,lt&v / Avrimaveog Horac,wvog Aapmq rig xcd 6v 7,Qo'8doOt V V V 

e8Yoev TeF ?OV2l` zal Tit 6(,Uwt 

.2h'a?tog Tqtaoiolg'ov ei Oit'ov EEV V tcYij Krjcto'6(oQog ewuvX v 

meQo6e8v(veyvog T2v )2s6g T6v dri ov 8ifvotav ,tu lTavu xaiQ6t 

xai mo2t'rlTtEvog pEV MQ6g Tr& ronxovra ei xaoaQ(og xatl M0,YQo 
10 dox)rwg OV 0oiova Y8 oJr,e MOrvOV OUr,6 zilvvvov ExzxEtxClog eVex8v 

'roV xotroVi ivlicp o Tog Ve r 'i a )etrovQjiag VmOlllev 

X6g Ma'a s( ag av,,rov XaTlarryev 6 6di og V 78yoJ)g de Xa' -raclag 

STeCTl@TlXXV ~ ~ 1 
XC@ C l8 @,l w @ lUl v v v UwearlwTx6iV zxa2g& xat q,otxodg(og xat r2)v Tcov Gauvwvtx6iDv VV 

Trayluav arvv6I8s%(wo Tedrog EV Te Tl eyl 2roixtoYQov xza 

15 HeoIevhov l8bVavru6t V TerjOx 6 de zatv v6iovg uVYeeovTra 

ef O'Movolat TTaVVCoV ?I8i'aiwv V zaU i6fQOvg xerua,Twv 't'aov5 zaX 

dixcaovg uvp?e flovXevxcbg v eol 1d7rSl6vog 68' Xat dh oT TQ6Orov V X 

TO r T& 6'nag (P)lovg 6 Yiuog dtaTrmQ'ret kflJcd,aov- &r- :7dorve [t] 

lcvOVT0va xaO ?T1rov5 irQorXTfre'Irat v ai wag5 yltvoydvag e tOV 

20 J&m; I\ TI)V e1hWOuV iQo6w(alcdvog xa\ dvrtorr- a[t] 1rQ[oar]?8ray 

?wvog ) 7i avtqlaxiag u lOvxvxtg zxalg Xa\ [cuvv] 8tpr}'o 

%8tag (-) aU 8t1i(ot v Xal me6fAliag MES8Me6fl-6VX(\g l 'V ET [TV] Yevyi 

arw(t)V edg 6rwrielOav aTOag MO'Xwtv Xat\ Tfl zbebat V xt\ xe2,ytara 2?\x(0 

aN (7lXTOY Xat &2ta? J & oavx taa v oevV oxco a\ l 
25 9lGaTa MO W za0X X \e xariya Ya\ Joav exovra xai ffQ&4tv xax ?V 

uzrjy,uavvWv r(-tt d,~w ;y v Xafl (3lOy8l?lUVrjX&\g ?8Elc Tr-ig ofvzrn ra 
at,06?ruwg s&iavTra rv xyo6oV ytuozrmonto V V o Jl\ r\)v avl2)g 

x?ta0V TV s0arrT7yetwv C .at 8iriv VOVyl 2)v ly2towra a1rit og 28eyO 

v(t)g Ite8r: rW7 V 0k6T(h)v eV8iyEriag 'roV dtYtarl7Q 7at rTO2 J)uov 

30 [w]Jv aVtrovoitav v oe XXl oig 64 xat\l T a2v 2Xwv zE) n mQ(ure 

[rso~yxeoac r& kuyltoa TCt) oayovOt apv V Vl 

[LO aMOqOfpC]v(w)V eavf6v Tvx8tv trin xara\ r&v V02OV V r v d v v 

[Tat vl>v doVU] at tavroii r6v d(yov ?62OV0a ZaXxl'nv ??v djoQfft xal 

[dlCova XaXxfj] v b'Y rc7it 4lurol'dw Xat\ uirTatwv tavrw1t gv irev 
35 [Trartit lat e'y''vwv OC]l\ Tu1Ll !Q7rLVflvTVT(ul X0blat MeQ0Khiav e" m6at 

[7roi' d(4at)(tV O 2) 2tO1 ni Ok(YIV v v aO1f 2 a"l2yYlv Ylowv32) ire6g 
[172\ flOVxV Xat' TO6V JdsiOv] Xar&a Pleog r6v Z7reYll V V V V V V 

[67rog NV our O d6 ySo qpaiv?;a] ralt v TONQ dYaOoi- &'(c$ xal 

[Olr(Og l?V 80C(LcYV XaO\ Ol IXXOt Cj]Xw)Tat\ 'r g TOlav4g a'AOU&Cog 'ln 

40 [ael 7raoa\ 'rmY1 JyOiV Touv AOir'ai] (a)v wn-g lrQouxo(V(u Tvyxc{)rov 
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[alp TLS V X aVao06 r5xet d] Jo'ocat mt flov2est robg :?e 
[JQovg OYriveg 2Y 2oXuatV :fQO8ceYQV8lV E1 T]' xv zvQav 8XX2{jaico] 

[rwv eZt' rTg A iJo67d0 fQvrcvdeag xeMwtliorat z]seJl woV'['rut' xaC] 

A, TOYV vo'tIov y2td4rV DE g]ve VtE 2CiaX 0at 'rf flovxig etd r&Ov Jd ov aTr] 

45 [JoXi' fi /ov)Xd] 'i c0tv'oj[at Kr,tao'dov -- - 

[xcal UT89qa6aa] l XVat'Ot [aEu.rqa'Wot xar TO& rO'Mtov aos- ,!Vss] 

[Xca\ 8i6O'ag WY eX3i]V dJta're[d Zrg v&V YaIjov '] [V AO'awv ' cYt6lv] 

[Y o \' aTe'(Pavo]v woftov [JLovvuhicV T8 TV I'Y] Z&r[ml xatvo7S vQ0ayOt] 

[Joi; ^ llc\HvrO] Palwv x[ai' 'E8vatplwv xcc] 
\ 

Hro)[eyucdcov voig yvltvt] 
SO [xo4; ey6(-Oa v] v v v 

ag [Irofa.8wf g 'ovo] or&eopvO [v xat\ T'rg avaco] 

[Q8evzXrg lkrqA]Oi7vat 'oig [Ufarcrvyoi]\g xca\ 'rh\ va[ytdav 'r6t)v 6Tca] 
[nmrtXw0V VV v] aijaract &. [avirovi xa] l dxoNo'k XcAx1 [V eV dyoef2t xal] 

[2Xxnv 8,U H1eToa]d & v 4w[t IturoQ t V V `&vat JI o3rc7[t xct at r6atv] 

[Iv zeVTaV681wtt xa]l ey[dVwov ]6\ vL?it TQ8esf-TlaTt [xat eQoeQelav] 

55 [Iv &w. TOg (rtlV Olc ) IO?i'Xlg] 'riOaftv v v Twog [J]$ O8f[poOvceag so(a] 

[Yay8ylV W'ijV JoXla(ic(Hv atXV6l 6]T jav 83xowaiv [(aX] Etx r[oV vo'yov deQat] 

['v(g 0ah166W@--] 

TRANSLATION 

In the archonship of Charikles, in the ninth prytany of Aigeis for which Aischrion, 
son of Euainetos, of Rhamnous was secretary; decrees of the Demos; Elaphebolion 13th, 
according to the god (the 18th), 28th of the prytany; assembly with full power in the 
Peiraeus. The chairman of the proedroi Antipatros, son of Potamon, of Lamptrai, and 
his fellow proedroi put the question to a vote. Resolved bv the Council and Demos; 
Sodamos, son of Timasitheos, from Olon made the motion: 

Inasmuch as Kephisodoros- has on all occasions exerted strenuously his good will 
toward the Demos, has engagred honestly and incorruptibly in political life for nearly 
thirty years, and has never avoided either trouble or danger for the common welfare; 
and has performed all the liturgies to which the Demos appointed him, in particular 
serving well and honourably as treasurer of the military funds and discharging the 
duties of stewardship of the graini-fund in the years of Apollodoros and Proxenides 
respectively; has given advantageous laws for the concord of all Athenians; has advised 
sources of revenue that were fair and juLst; has explained how the Demos miglht keep 
firm in their faith existinu friends and gain also others in addition; has foreseen the plots 
being prepared by outsiders and has set himself to oppose them; and has recommended 
good alliances advantageous to the Demos; and has gone on embassies of the greatest 
importance for the safety of the cities and the countryside; has contributed money and 
grain and many other gifts; has proposed many decrees that were useful, bringing glory 
and achievement and adornment to the Demos; has kept magnanimously to the same 
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policy throughout; and by the continuity of his action and thought has been most 
particularly responsible, along with the good will of the gods, for the preservation by 
the Demos of its autonomy and for the conferment on many of the other Hellenes as 
well of the greatest of blessings; and now for all these reasons [showing] that it is just 
for him to receive honor according to the law, inasmuch as he asks that the Demos 
[grant] a bronze imag,e of hiin in the Agora. anld [a bronze inmage] in the harbor-market 
and food in the prytaneion for himself and for the eldest of Ehis descendants] forever 
after him and a front seat in all [the contests which the city] holds, and inasmuch as 
he has made his request to [the Council and Demos] with due regard to his accomplish- 

ments-[in order that the Demos may be seen] to honor good men and [in order that 
others] zealous in the same policy [mnay know] that they always receive fitting [honor 
from the Demos of the Athenians, with good fortune] be it resolved by the Council 
that the proedroi [who are chosen by lot to preside in] the assembly which meets with 
full power [in the prytany of Aigeis deliberate] about these matters [according to the 
law and] submit [the resolution of the Council to the Demos, that the Council resolves] 
to praise [Kephisodoros, son of- , of - and to crown him with] a golden 
[crown accordino, to the law for the valor and good will which he] constantly [holds 
toward the Demos of the Athenians, and to proclaim] this [crown at the celebration of the 
new tragedies at the] City-[Dionysia and at the gymnastic contests of the Panath]enaia, 
[the Eleusinia, and the] Ptol[emaia; that the generals] and the treasurer [of the military 
funds] care for the [making] of the crown [and the proclamation]; further,- that a bronze 
imag,e [of him] be erected [in the Agora and another in the Peira]eus in the harbor- 
market; and that he and the eldest of his descendants for ever after him shall have 
[food in the prytaneion and a front seat in all the contests which the city] holds; that 
the thes[mothetai shall introduce his scrutiny] when [the days required] by [law for the 
request] shall have elapsed; - 

COM MENTARY 

The decree honors that Kephisodoros who, as leader of the Athenian Demos in the 
late third and early second centuries, exerted his efforts against Philip V of Macedon. 
A memorial to him was seen by Pausanias just outside Athens on the Sacred Way, and 
a brief account of Kephisodoros' services to Athens is given by Pausanias when he 
mentions the mnonument (I, 36, 5). 

Lines 1-4: The date of the inscription is definitely fixed as 196/5 by the name of 

the secretary from Rhamnous who falls into place in the secretary cycle in this year.' 
A more precise date is given in the opening lines of text, as on the twenty-eig,hth day 

1 Cf. Ferguson, Athenian Tribal Cycles, p. 28. Ferguson's cycle has been confirmed by the inscription 
found in the Agora and published first as Hesperia, III, no. 18. A more complete text is given on 
pp. 429-430 below. 
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of the ninth prytany of the year, and in the month of Elaphebolion. Unfortunately the 
date by month is not clear, for the actual number of the day zxo'v 68o0v seems to have 
been omitted through oversight, and we are now able to supply the missing words only 
by inference, with considerable uncertainty because of the lack of real knowledge as to 
what the calendar counts xza' Nexovrra and xar& 00ov signified. From the preserved 
examples of such double dating (especially I.-G., 112, 967 and 1006) it is apparent that 
the first date given was that zar' &'QXovrc, even though this distinguishing phrase was 
here omitted (as also in other early inscriptions with double dating; cf. I. G., J12, 946, 947). 
The date xco'v 060v was given after the date was' ?IQXovra, and was contrasted to it by 
the use of the particle de.1 But in the present instance the date which follows the 
words zar& 00ov de is the date by prytany. I suspect a haplography which may be 
resolved by the addition of the words 8ifl dExoa dydoYe after the word dy6o6et now preserved 
in line 3. The emended text thus reads: 'EapfrloXtiCvog irehiiu el 6exoa (xc&' &'QXovTa), 
Zai1 066V J deya'EC ('id 6'xa, 'yJ66L) XCZ 6ZXOoi.l 7Q1UQv1;Iv ic. Inasmuch as the prytany 
dates corresponded regularly with the month dates ar& Osox', some support is given to 
this suggestion by the fact that the equation so established is exactly correct for an inter- 
calary year. If all the prytanies had thirty-two days each, then Pryt. IX, 28 is the 
two hundred and eighty-fourth day of the year; and if the year began with full Heka- 
tombaion and contained the intercalated month Posideon, then Elaphebolion 18 is also 
the two hundred and eighty-fourth day of the year. We do know in fact that the year 
contained intercalated Posideon, because another decree, passed in the sixth prytany 
(I. G., 112, 785) inentions the intercalated month and gives the equation Houtduec6voQ 

f?O2iOV EV[Y8x&uet, 8vc']wtn xcal ElxoSrrl wzig (8` ) irrvra[velag]. A regular succession of 
prytanies of thirty-two days each brings the twenty-ninth of Prytanly VI to the one 
hundred and eighty-ninth day in the year, but the regular alternation of months beginning 
with full Hekatombaion brings Posideon II, 11 only to the one hundred and eighty-eighth 
day of the year. The commentary in the Corpus on I. G., 112, 785 suggests an irreg,ularity 
in the lengths of the prytanies, btut the assumption of stuch an irregularity is not necessary; 
for both the now known equations of this year, that of the present document and that 
of I. G., 112, 785, can be satisfied if it be assumed that the civil year began with full 
Hekatombaion and that the order of full and hollow months was reversed before 
Posideon. With the sequence (e.g.): 30 29 30 29 30 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 the year 
still contains three hundred and eighty-four days, and Posideon II), 1 is the one hundred 
and eighty-ninth day and Elaphlebolion 18 is the two hundred and eighty-fourth day. 
The prytanies may now be disposed with a regular number of thirty-two days in each.2 

Lines 7-10: The statement that Kephisodoros had been in political life for nearly thirty 
years makes tempting the identification with [K]n[(pto0]d[co]eo[g IQcft]Tod'4ov Evn&v[at]cbv, 

In No. 16, puiblished below, the date xcu' dQ%OVTc was not recorded at all. 

2 This type of alternation in lengtlh of months has been demonstrated by Dinsmoor (Archons of Athens, 
pp. 309ff.). The sequence here suggested is earlier by one month, probably, than Dinsmoor's record of 
the "norinal " forecast (op. cit., p. 436), but the sequence is exactly the same. 
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who was orator of a decree (I. G., II2, 832) passed in the year of ieliodoros (229/8), and 
the name as thus -restored would conform well to the requirements of space at the end 
of line 45. But this earlier decree falls more than thirty years before 196/5. One would 
not expect the account of Kephisodoros' services in an honiorary decree to mninimize the 
extent in time of his political activity, so in the present text the identification has not 
been made, and the patronymic and demotic are left without restoration in line 45. 

Lines 12-15: There is no absolute certainty that the stewardship of the grain funds 
came in the year immediately following the stewardship of the military funds, but the 
close association of the names of the archons in the phrase E"v r8 Tl 6dr SJro2XoSbO'v 

xca GHeo$ldov PtlavTlt makes it seem probable. The archon Proxenides is already known 
from I. G., JI2, 915, to which a new fragment from the Agora has recently been added 
giving the name of the secretary for the year and the calendar character of the year:' 

TEifl 2HeogePviov IQxovrog &zt r-g IMICVOOvTU4oC vd4cF [g -rev] 
Tarw'1ag ~t EUflov2og E3/ov2Ji [o] v A41c.veig c'iyQa1ta'Tev[8v] 

METy8cluTVm6Vog Yevrlca tUoarcEVOV ZEdIMTit T'ig !rrev[Ta] 

--&C ---.- 

With the calendar equation Pryt. II, 5 Metageitnion 2 the year was evidently an 
ordinary year in the period of the thirteen tribes, and the demotic of the secretary 
serves to fix the date exactly in 203/2.2 Apollodoros is therefore to be assigned to the 
year 204/3. What the other liturgies undertaken by Kephisodoros were (lines 11-12) 
we are not informed, but his treasurership and his stewardship of the grain-funds must 
have been important services, and in the very last years of the century expensive ones. 
With them I associate the gifts of money and grain listed in lines 23-24, though naturally 
all Kephisodoros' contributions need not have been made when he was in office. 

Lines 17-23: The preservation of existing friendships probably refers to the Rhodians, 
Cretans, Attalos, the Aitolians, and Ptolemy; the new allies are principally the Romans. 
The whole passage must be read in the light of Pausanias I, 36, 5. 

Lines 19-21: The plots being made by outsiders were principally those of Philip V, 
and the orator of the decree must have had Plhilip in mind when drafting this clause 
of his citation. The Romans in 201 were afraid that Philip with his naval power would 
become master of Greece,3 and Kephisodoros was evidently of the same opinion. His 
alliances and embassies (mentioned in lines 21-23) bear witness to the vigor-already 
attested in Pausanias, I, 36, 5 and Polybius, XVIII, 10, 11-with which he opposed the 
encroachment of Macedon.4 

1 rTo be published in full by Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I (1937), no. 40. 
2 See Ferguson, Athenian Tribal Cycles, p. 28. 
3 G. T. Griffith, "An Early Motive of Roman Imperialism," Cambridge Historical Journal, V (1935), 

pp. 1-14, especially pp. 8-9. 
4 I have had the privilege of reading this decree with A. H. McDonald of Nottingham, who has 

prepared a discussion of the historical problems concerned with Athens, Rome, and Macedonia at the 
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Lines 29-31: The mention of the preservation of the autonomy of the state and of 
the blessings for the other Greeks which followed the successful outcome of Kephisodoros' 
policy has here its appropriate historical setting not long after the proclamation of freedom 
for the Greek states by Flamininus at the Isthmian games in the autumn of 196. The 
present decree was passed in the early spring next after the proclamation, an opportune 
time for voting honors to the Athenian statesman who had done most to oppose Philip. 

Line 38: For rXwurat' cf. Ditt., Syll.3, 675, lines 27--28. 

Lines 42-43: The restoration has been made in such a way as to agree with the 
facts of date as given in lines 1 and 4. 

Lines 43-44: For xar&o iov vo'iov cf. I. G., II 2, 657, line 56. 

Lines 50-51: A parallel for the restoration may be found in I. G., 112, 900, lines 10-11. 

Lines 56-57: cf. I. G., 112, 657, lines 54-55. 

The restorations throughout the document are fairly certain, except perhaps in line 37, 
even though the small fragments which carry the text from line 44 do not actually join 
the larger piece. 

The archon Charikles, whose name dates the decree, must now be listed in the 
chronological tables in 196/5 instead of 239/8 where he has usually been dated hitherto. 
To the arguments already advanced for a date for this decree in 196/5 may be added 
still another aoainst the earlier attribution: the Ptolemaia are mentioned in line 49, and 
they were probably not celebrated in Athens before the introduction of the Ptolemaic 
tribe in 224/3 or 223/2.1 The decree praising Aristokreon, the nephew of the philosopher 
Chrysippos, must also be dated in 196/5 (I. G., 112, 785) since archon and secretary 
are both the same as in the decree for Kephisodoros. This means that the sojourn of 
Aristokreon in Athens must be placed about forty years later than has until now been 
customary. Not only I. G., JJ2, 785 but also I. G., 112, 786 is involved in the readjustment, 
for it too is a decree in honor of Aristokreon and, according to Wilhelm ()QZ. 'Egg., 1901, 
pp. 53-54), must be later than 1. G., 112, 785. If this is true, the "freedom" mentioned 
in I. G., 112, 786, line 3, and the "strengthening (of the harbors)" mentioned in line 6 
probably refer to the defence of Athens in the time of Philip V and the preservation 
of that " autonomy " which is mentioned also in the decree of Kephisodoros. In any 
case 4acureiag acirelov NOoqtevw of I. G., 112, 785, line 9, is to be identified with the 
Lamprias of I. G., 112, 2332, line 86, rather than with the father who was one of the 
proedroi in the archonship of Heliodoros (I.G., 112, 832, line 6) and thesmothetes in the 
year of Ergochares (1.G., II2, 1706, line 36). 

Taken by itself alone, I.G., JJ2, 786 seems best interpreted as following the recovery 
of freedom in 229/8 B.c., and I am informed by Dow that the lettering of the inscription 

very close of the third century. The paper will, I understand, be published in an early number of the 
Jour6nal of Roman Studies, with reference to the bearing of the present inscription on the events of that 
period. 

1 See Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, p. 242; Athenian Tribal Cycles, p. 53. 
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seems earlier than that of I. G., 112, 785,-in fact, quite appropriate for some year close 
to ca. 215. So for the present it is perhaps best to leave uncertain the exact date of 
I. G., JI2, 786 and to say merely that I. G., 112, 785 quite definitely belongs in 196/5. 
The secretary's name should, of course, be restored from the text here under discussion 
as [AlaXeioV] E&tcavb.ov PTacvoviftog. 

DECREE 

16. Fragment of Pentelic marble with the right edge preserved, but broken at the left 
and bottom and elsewhere much battered. The stone was found on February 10, 1934 
in the wall of a cellar of a modern house in Section A. It is the upper right corner of 
a stele with crowning moulding, with the preserved side smooth, and the top and back 
rough-picked. 

Height, 0.15 m.; width, 0.074 m.; thickness, 0.097 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005 m.-0.006 m. 
Inv. No. I 1318. 

Six lines occupy a vertical space on the stone of 0.06 m. The inscription is not stoichedon. 

179/8 B.C (?) NON-CTOIX. 
ftf R ['E?l _ __ _~~~~~ca. I? - 'XV[? T 

n f g - - - -ca- 10- - - - ?x'exovg m] evOa caa.110 
0 _ ;;: [vel~~~~~~~~r6ag tl - - - - - - *- - - - - - -] IQ 

[flcVg 

[yc=.tv8vev A4,'Orir]jedoWvoQ 
5 [gvdrnt tnorcdvov Xai& Q] o'V, lvd [1;t] 

= [ri)S ffQviccveiacs axXria] 'a xv [e'a] 
[Tr v irodw 97rif'iTqi]8v E~[-- 

The inscription seems to belong to the first 
half of the second century B.C., and is of interest 

J i _Fg in that it gives the demotic of a secretary hitherto 
unknown in this period. Since the deme Prasiai 

No. 16 belonged to the third tribe in the official order 
(Pandionis) the vears 191/0, 179/8, and 167/6 are 

available (cf. Ferguson, Athenian Tribal Cycles, pp. 28-29). At present it does not seem 
possible to choose among these three years. Nor does the irregularity of the calendar, 
which is attested in line 5, offer any help. There were similar dates xaoi& 0oe6v in 196/5 
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(see No. 15 obove) and in 166/5 (see I. G., 112, 946, 947) and obvious irregularities in 178/7 
(a new document will be published in Hesperia, Suppl. I [1937], no. 64). 

THE BATTLE OF PYDNA 

17. The honorary decree for Kalliphanes of Phyle, who brought to Athens news of 
the Roman victory at Pydna in 168 B.C., has been the subject of constant study since 
its first publication in Iesperia, III (1934), no. 18. From the photographs as published 
there, Woodward was able to read the names flaoutUcog E[r4lv]org in lines 14-15 and the 
word irraeaux8v&cv in lines 16-17. He very kindly communicated these readings to me 
by letter, and at the same time pointed out the beginning of the formula of sanction in 
lines 27-28. Quite independently I had made similar readings from new photographs 
prepared for the Agora records by Mr. Wagner. Inasmuch as almost nothing can be 
made out from the stone itself or from a squeeze, these separate determinations are 
valuable, for the text as given below does not depend entirely on my readings alone 
from an almost obliterated surface. 

169/8 B.C. NON-CTOIX. ca. 30 
9 .68 0 l 

'Emrd E;v'ixov 4eXovrrog 86l rg Lkrattl 

dog YWdX8a'Trjg ZQVTaxV8sag ~t (ksQWvv 

5og Bo'Oov Klqpt posk'yaytzsV8v, 
5 .zXlQoqoQewVog EV8l xal Vbxc, Ev48c 

XaO 8cxoa?i7 8l zrQvraV8iag, zXXr 

ala tt He8lewldt '(WV 1QO8AYQWV 87(81)7qT 

;8V vacat 
vacat 

10 vacat 

edo0sv 'T8l Ol Xat\ 'cot Ultwt 

2'ci'vQog] 2cc'nQov 8'x KoX[wv]o] o3 8U 8V` 8t 

ob) Katxdtvh'rg 'bvX?fog a'ea'(8-6v68 
vog Pe8& Pcottat [coV] Xa\ rtv [,r]OV (?aatO 

15 cog E[Vi]t 'Vovg &c8&XpWv 'T4rvciXov Xa\ 

>40I'aiov za\ Zefatpov 8CaVrO ivaea 
mX8VcCL8lV flOV)0O8pog Tr(t 'caTeidY 

0'VYr[aQ]-V Y[gl 68Oy-6'[Vn]t [V]1Z'X7it TpaOt 
8c Ma [X] 8[o] nat' Xal fl(Xo'(tYOVi\8Vog &v [a] 

20 o6g dzrayy8t%at rotig ioJrl [a] tg v& y [8yo] v [6] 

29 
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25 

[- --- - -]- -Ct)V - - - - El - - - - 

[ZOat rtE fov2e1 t] o[V] g [A]a 6VT [ag] TQtoe 

[dQOVg eig 'r@V -'ic]o[,V]uaCv 8xxXriorf'a 
30 [x,era]rioat imeet' [rovi]jTv, yvtoyv de 

[~vyiVfacW] OCoat 'r- f9ov2g dQg ToV 

[dw]PM[OV] O'Tt dOX,6[-1] r fElovd FOVAal eXOEVE[l] 
[Ka] A [tl] dv v Ka22tjdovov Pv2a'Sto [V] 
[XCa UT8rpawVJOat aotO6v Oca2of] UTE [q4Vw)t BV] 

35 [iO'iag 8iXEV 8 ] x8v cpi2ortOcS [- at] 

[-]- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -d eY I[d] 
[qat] de 'r[od]8 66 to Ptoa 'v6V yeapwad [a] 

40 ['r6]V [XaOra] 7reranE[iav] 8'Y Or'r'X,t xtolVE 

[xal oAFfOr] at dyvOQ&L zrae& r?)v 6ixo'ra 
[----1 r6 as Y7v6o,svov dva2cXOya 
[84g 'r)v yeaqop]v Xat" i)v dvdo8utv Elk 

[erf] 4Xrg pituaal 'r6v Tacqtav TOv Orr [a] 
45 [rtwr, X] 6V. 

f /iovx 

KaXXt oacvr1v 

KaXXtcpapvov 
50 OUR [a'oto] V 

The new text brings the additional information that Athenaios also was with Attalos 
at Pydna (line 16), and gives the motivation for Kalliphanes' return to Athens. He was, 
in fact, the man who brought the news of the victory (see Hesperia, III [1934], p. 21). 
Whether more of the inscription can be read is problematical, but the effort will surely 
be made. In the meantime it seems best to present without delay the results so far 
achieved. 

BENJAMIN D. MERITT 

Note: For the sake of complete final publication, students of the documents here 
printed are earnestly requested to send suggestions by letter or reprints of articles they 
may write concerning them to Professor Benjamin D. Meritt, Institute for Advanced Study, 
Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A. 
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